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ALBUqUEHOUE. NEW

M

CAUSES

ROOSEVELT

IN

Belief.

Duel.

SUCHA

nil

QUESTION
--

A Man's Religion Is Purely His
Private Concern and Has No
Bearing on His Fitness for
Any Oiflce at the Hands
of the People.

OUVE

"My Dear Sir: I have received your
In part as follows;
" 'While It la claimed almoHt unl
versally that religion should not enter
into politics, yet there U no deny.ng
that It does, and the mass of the vot
era that are not Catholics will not
support a man for any oiflce, espe
cialiy for president of the Un.ted
states, who Is a Roman Catholic.
" 'Since Taft has b"in nominated
for president by the Republican party
it is being circulated and Is constant
ly urged as a reason for not voting
for Taft, that he is an infidel (Unl
tarlan) and his wife and brother Ito
man Catholics.
" 'If his feelings are In sympathy
with the Roman Catholic chrch, on
account of h.s wife and brother being
Catholic, that would be
to sufficient number of voters to defeat him. On the other hand, if he Is
an Infidel, that wou d be sure- tO
mean defeat I am writing this letter
for the sole purpose of giving Mr.
Taft an opportunity to let the world
know what his religious belief Is.'
Outrage to Agitate Such Questions,
Says Roosevelt.
"I received many such li tters us
3 ours during
the campaign, express
ing dissatisfaction w.th Mr. Taft jn
religious grounds; some of them on
the ground that he was a Uii tarian
and others on the ground that he wab
suspected to be in
with
Catholics. J did not answer any ol
these letters during th campaign lie
cause 1 regarded it as an outnige cy. n
o agitate such quest. ons as a man',
religious convictions with the pur pot
"f influencing a pol.ticul election.
"lut now that the campaign is
over, when there Is nppoi tunit y fir
men to calmly consider whither such
Propositions na those you make In
your letter' would lead, i wish to incite them to cons d r them, and i
have selected your letter to
i
because you advunce both the objections commonly urged uga.ii.st M. .
Taft, namely: That he i.i a Unitarian
and also that he is suypected of sympathy with the Catholics.
"You ask that Mr. lait shall 'let the
world know what hi. religious beliel
is.' This is purely h 8 own private
concern; and It Is a matter between
him and his Maker, a matter for hl- wn conscience; and to require it to
oe made public under penalty of political d scrim nation is to negative
Urn first principles of our governm. nt,
which guarantees complete rellglou
liberty and the right to each man to
act in religious affairs as his own
conscience dictates.
ItcligioiiM Discrimination
1'hImI
to
True Uberly.
"Mr. Taft never aaked my advice
in the matter, but if he had uked it.
I
should have emphatically advised
him against thus stating publicly his
religious belief, The demand for a
statement of a candidate's relic ou
belief can have no meaning except
ihat there may be discrimination for
or against him because of tiat belief.
The inevitable result of entering upon
such a practice would be an abandonment of our real freedom of condolence and n reversion to the dread-lu- l
conditions of religious dissension
which in so munylanus have proved
fatal to true liberty, to tiue religion
and fatal to advance in civilization.
"To discriminate against a thoroughly upright citizen beau e he
to some purticu.ur church, or
tiecause,.. like Abraham Lincoln, he
e
has not avowed his
to at y
churrh. Is an outrage aga'nst that'
iberty of conscience which Is on.- - of
the foundations or Ameiiian liberty.1
Vuu are ent tied to know whether a
man seeking your auffragea Ls a man!
of clean and upright life, honorable!
n all h s dealings with his fellow,
ind fit by qu illf ication and
t i
well in the great office for
d
hich he Is a candidate; but yuu are
iot i milled to know matters which
e

-
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(Continued oa Page Four.)

Denver, Colo., Nov.

10.

LOU

The sheer

grit of Olive Kern, society girl, saved
her own life and two other Uvea in
one of the fiercest storms that ever
swept the Rocky mountains.
It was a bright, sunny afternoon
when Miss Kern and her mother left

Denver recently for North Cheyenne
canyon, above Colorado Springs, t
attend a bungalow house party. They
were lightly clad, for the tempera-- j
ture was that of a spring day.
At Bruin Inn they were met by a
male escort, and the three started on
up the mountain, mounted on burros.
Late In the afternoon the storm
swooped down on them a white,
roaring blizzard, with pelting hail
and drlvlnjr nmow. ' Utterly unable to
see their way, the three gave rein to
the burros. These managed to keep
to the mountain paths, and their

'

SWITZERLAND

KERN.
riders were spared a fall of a thousand feet down some beetling cliff,
but they found no shelter.
At last, Miss Kern real.xed that to
keep on meant exhaustion and death,
ana she halted her companions beside a big bowlder. Behind this they
crouched, sheltered In a measure
from the fury of the storm. Their
clothing had been drenched and frozen, and soon the sletp of death
threatened the little party.
But Miss Kern forced the slumber
from her eyes, auu kept her companShe
ions from succumbing to It,
compelled them to ktcp moving their
n
limbs in order to keep
their blood circulating, and when
dawn came, bringing with It a rescue
party, all were still alive.
It was a close call, and that they
live to tell the story Is due to the
heroism of the girl.
half-frete-

.

FINDS HE PREFERRED

RAILROADS HEAVY

RATHER

DEATH

THAN KILL

THE
Deficit for ihe Past Twelve Former Deputy and Prom!,
nent Political Leader of PorMonths Will be More Than
tugal Takes Own Life.
a Million Dollars.
BELG'UM WILL LObE
TWICE THAT AMOUNT

SELECTED BY LOT
FOK THE ASSASSINATION

l.'russelD, Nov. 1''. In Belgium the
xploitation of railioads by the state
experii proving a rather
ment. The defict for last year's
vorking will exceed J2,o00,0U0. Th.'
situation Is so La.l that the adminissome pastration has already laii-esenger rates and i; now considering
big increase all around. In btvh
ipassenger
and freight rates.
A Campamn Iue.
Uerne, Switzerland, Nov. 10. Unfavorable results of the Siate owner.
hip of railroads in Switzerland promise to be the leading issnue In tne
uoming elec'or.il cai:.,iuign. The deficit this year w 11 bo between $1,000.-00- 0
and 11,100,000,
and the ttatt
must also meet the intercut on
In bonds which were Issued
for the railroads.

Lisbon, Nov. 9. Via Frontier. A
tremendous sensation has been created here by the suicide of Alberto
Costa, a former member of the Chamber of Deputies and one of the most
prominent Republican leaders In Portugal. He killed himself In his apartments th s morning and the suicide
is being discussed among all classes
because of the promim nee of Costa
end the part he has taken In recent
trouble In Portugal.
Costa was a member of the Black
CroHs society, which was Involved In
the assassination of King Carlos an 1
the crown prince last February. It Is
believed that this society had selected Coma by lot to kill the prea nt
preking, Manuel,
nd that t'o-t- a
ferred to kill himself. That explanation la generally accepted and th suicide of Costa has stirred the city.

--

$210,-UOO.0-

SALOOXKEEPEIl KUXs
POLICKMAN IS FIGHT
Cripple Creek, Nov. 10. George
Gocide, one of the proprietors of the
Turn saloon, shot and killed Albert
B. Smith, a policeman, early this
morn.ng. Goode then turned the revolver on himself and sent a bullet
Into his head. He Is In a precarious
condition and may die.
Goode had an altercation with Rob
ert Dalton, a teamster, and they retired to the sidewalk to fight it out.
Smith Interfered to stop the fight
and Goode killed him.

.
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Denver Police Capture Womam
Who Carried Dynamite
to Enforce her De-

I
"

has been advised from Berlin that
M. Cambon, the French ambassador,
and Baron von Wauchter, acting secretary of foreign affairs for Germany,
this afternoon signed an agreement
in settlement of the Casablanca incident.
NOUTU DAKOTA IS L.U'NCHUIK
juincy. Mass., Nov. 10 The battleship North Dakota, tho lirst Am-- ,
i rl an war vessel of the
class, was launched at the yards ot
the Fore River Shipbuilding company
at Quincy Point today.

--

Iojake h:rphise

Friends of Bot) Carmack and
Cooper Are Angered and

While Bring Examined by Chief of
Police She Made an E fart to
Swallow Morphine Tablets But Was Prevented by ihc PollCJ.

fruit center.

Nashville, Nov. 10. Messages by
wire and mall from various sections
testify to the tremendous sensation
caused throughout the a. ate and thn
south by the killing of former United
States senator K. V. Carmack oy
young Robin Jones Cooper, In a
street duel late yesterday afternoon.
Carmack's brilliant career aa a United States senator from Tunned,
him one of the best known national figures.
Colonel Duncan '.I.
Cooper, father of young Cooper, and
who was with his son when the dud
occurred, has an extensive acquaintance and a legion of! friend
Carmack's race forfthe nomination
as Democratic senator, In which h"
was defeated, and his morn recent
race for the governorship In which
he was defeated by Governor Patterson, served to draw his following In
the state more closely to him, and his
tragic end spread distress and b tter-neamong them. It la feared by
some that the, end of the trouble u
not yet, and It Is sure to play a part
In the coming political alignments.
In each of earmark's recent campaigns feeling ran at fever heat and
In both Cooper was with the opposi
tion. In former years the men were
Car'ntic' hav'.ig declar
drsr
ed In publlo print that Cooper was
his benefactor.
But the friendship
had been replaced by bitter enmity
which was more noticeable since Carmack became editor of the Tennesse-a- n
following the late pf mary. Then
editorial attacks began which culminated In yesterday's affa'r.
Young Cooper was wounded In the
duel but not seriously hurt. He has
made no statement regarding the
shooting. Friends on both slues claim
that the other fired the first shot.
According to the satement of
friends of the Coopers they were on
their way to keep an appointment
with Governor Patterson nt the executive mansion when thiy passed
Carmack, who was on the oppo-Itside of the street. The elder Cooper
went across the ttreet to ack Carmack
to refrain from editorial attacks upon
the Coopers In his paper, the
while his son remained on
the opposite side of the street.
According to fr'cnds of the Coopers
Carmack drew his revolver and fl'ed
the first shot. Colonel Coop-- r did
not use a revolver but his son at once
ran across the street to his father's
aid, and &s he did so Carmack shot
him. The younger Cooper then fired,
three shots taking effect in Carmack's
ss

e

Ten-nessea- n,

body.

Young Cooper
ed, the bullet

Is

Sacramento, Cal., Nov. 10. California, the greatest fruit state In the
union, has the only lnaectary In the
world, and It Is located at Sacramento, the heart of the great ieciduous
An Insectary Is Just what the word
Implies a bug house, a house whan
fruit pests are taken for examination
and where paras tea on pests ars prD- -'
pagated and prepared to be fed on
the pests In orchards and vineyards.
There are over 1 000,000 bugs now
in the great Insectary at Saoramento,
under the personal direction and, care
of E. K. Carnes, an economic entomologist in the employ of the state horticultural commission. Carnes Is also
the owner of one of the finest collections of bugs In the world. He Is
known as one of the best bugologlsts
in the business and Is under the direction of J. W. Jeffery. horticultural
commissioner of California.
The Insectary Is a beautiful build
ing, placed amidst the beauties of the

GGVERNMLNF

iPte

Denver, Nov. 10, The woman wba
attempted yesterday to blow up herself. Miss Helen Phlpps. the daugh- ter of Mrs. Genevieve Chandler
Phlpps, and the two policemen who.
were about to arrest, her, w.th dyna- mite, after falling In her efforts to
extort $20,000 from Mrs. Phlpps by
the threat of death, was identified tosplendid Capital park at Sacramento. day as
Mrs. Allen Reed, the wife of-proud
The greatest fruit state Is a
druggist In this city.
leader In the Insectary business the
She recently returned to this city
latest step towards the el.minatlon
and destruction of the terrible fruit from Springfield, Mass., where she atpests, pests which cost us millions ev- tended
the funeral of her father. Her
ery year.
was at Buffalo Park, Colo.,
It's a rase of bug eat bug and the husband
where the family had a summer cot
good bug in the ascendant
tage, while she was engaged n her

PETITION

LEGAL

SERVICES

shoulder.
Three shots struck Carmack and he died almost Instantly.

COST

:

LABOR' FEDERATION

FDR A REHEARING

IS

DENIED-

-

ABIGJUKI

Court of Appeals Refuses to The Executive Council Report
Permit Standard Oil Case
Shows Progress of Work for
to be Retried.
More Favorable Laws.
WILL CARRY IT
MANY TROUBLES
TO SUPREME COURT
HAVE BEEN SETTLED
Chicago, Nov.
10.
The United
States circuit court of appeals tor this
district today denied the government's
petition for rehearing' In the case In
which the Standard Oil company was
fined $28 240,000 for rebating.
The
government asked a retrial of the
case as a result of a reversal of the
fine by the court of appeals.
As a result of the court's action today It Is authoritatively stated that
the government will now attempt to
bring the whole matter before the
supreme court on a writ of certiorari.

WESTERN BANKS

Denver, Colo,, Nov. 10. The entire
morning session of the American
Federation of Labor' annual convention In this city was spent In reading the report of tho executive coun-- c
1.
This report gave the details of
the work which occupied the council
during the past year.
In fourteen unions
Controversies
have been considered and adjusted.
'1 oe report gives much space to the
injunction and antt-trulaw decisions and the campaign of the federation In Its effort to secure mora
favorable laws from Congress. This
matter was practically covered In the
r port read by President Gompers
yesterday.
The report shows that the federation had to expend for legal services
st

WILL

GET BIG DEPOSITS

during the year

seriously wound-

penetrating his right

I

DOCTORS ORGAN'ZE

10 FIGHT DISEASE
RAUJIOADS TO SHARK
GEN URAL lMlOSPKRITT
Chicago, Nov. 10. Prosperity Is
City Pnytdcsuts
Will B.rp
1we
aboard in the land and the railroads
Watch on Poplin la Ute KtJioote.
propose to have a share of It. They
desire to rehabilitate themselves and
spend large sums in Improvements
A number of Albuquerque physi
and extensions, employ thousands of
cians met In the N. T. Arm-Jbuild- -'
additional men to fill their depleted
lng. last night and organized a so
forces and in general be ready to
ciety, the purpose ef which will be to
handle the enormous tonnage which
assist the faculty of the city schools,
Is certain to come shortly.
public and private, from stamping
It hu been doflnltt ly agreed to adout any malignant disease which
vance commodity Tates 10 per cent,
might start among the children. The
effective January 1.
This affects
first meeting was held a week, ago
kO
(boat
commodities, including, of $2,000,000.
but not until last night was any defiing.
RAKVASSiKGlfOTES"
course, the principal goods shipped.
nite action taken. The meeting last
The
night was attended by eleven physilines are In
the movement, but they uill make IMMH II STOCKIIOIJililW
cians and surgeons, Rev. A. M.
ITALIANS WANT OFFICIAL
V.N
l"li
KI0OHGAXIZ.VTIOV
IN COIFM COUNTY reductions In class rates at the same
of the Immaculate Concep.
STATKMENT O.N ABRl'ZZI
Chicago .ev. ti. .Stockholders of
t'me they advance the commodity
tlon church; A. J. Maloy, of the city
Rome,
10.
Nov.
'
Tribune,
The
A.
to
i.
Booth
have undertaken
rates.
school board, and Prof, sterling, su
raise funda for a reorganization of which Is a government organ, in an perlntendent of the city schools.
on
lart.cle
marriage
the
of
TIm (xranl ProKTCKM'ti feUowly
Duke
the
nd the WOM
company,
refish
the
which failed
While there w.m some difference of
ON TRIAL FOR
They have been In conference of the Abruzzi, says that the major- opinion among the physicians
Itewult In Mime Cbmch
as to
.Ml Itlllilt I '.VI NTS IN
(ll ltT cently.
ity
Italians,
of
while
preferring
that
Chiwith
creditors'
the
of
committee
Will be laoae.
method they should take in the
.Vanta Barbara, f'ailf.. Nov 10.
cago banks and It Is the Idea at this the duke should marry a royal prin what
matter, the meeting finally agreed
When Police fnpta n Wiley t tl d time that the stockholders
should cess, do not deny that he stiould fol- Kjton. N. M Hav. 10. The coun- to the killing of Walter Sprout in raise through stock assesarqent some low the dictates of his own heart, upon the plan of appointing a doctor
j but
ty commissioners are still canvassing court this morn'ng, Ma.-- y M. Caval-ler- thing I ke $666,000.
they demand that the question for mfh of the several schoola to examine the children.
A close watch
charged with the murd-trfilnt-e- d
of his marriage to Miss Klklns be of- - w
the votes cast In this county in the
be kept and any children showflclally confirmed or denied, thus put- ingll symptoms
and was u: cons iou- lor haif an NEW HIGH RECORD FOIl
recent election and the count Is proof disease will bo sent
gressing slowly as every precaution Is hour.
ting an enJ to the fusillade of the
Tlie shooting occitrr d here
1 tUI 1.1)1 NO PERMITS
home and if necessary quarantined. ,
being taken to see that a fair and July Is lut. A.'corillng to the womChicago, Nov. 10. Building con- American newspaper comments, which
The following physicians were aphonest count is made of the returns. an's statement Sproul had b i n liv- struction Is now making new high deeply wound the Italian sensibilities pointed
Inspectors:
I is expected that the work will not ing with tier f.oir y nr.i anl sue shot records, according to the Construcand may result In a reaction in pubInspector for the Central High
him when he t iriet ned to leave her. tion News.
be finished for several days.
During October permits lic opinion.
school. Dr. McCormlck; F.rs ward
The vote for sheriff will probably
were taken out In thirty-si- x
cities for
school. Dr. McLean; Second ward
be the closest and It la expected that
III1I FROM XllKVOl S SIIIK K.
the construction of 9. 72s buildinni VIENNA KTl'DENTS EIGHT
school. Dr. R. L, Hust; Fourth ward,
there will only be a few votes differKt. Louis, Nov. 10.
AND HUNDRED ARE 111'ICTj school. Drs.
Dav'd Decamp Involving a total estimated cost of
Smart and O. J. McLan-dres- s;
ence between the two candidates. Thompson,
of the Northwest-- I $43.074 775. or $12,700,000 more than
10.
Vienna. Nov.
An encounter;
Martinez school, Dr. P. O. CorAbe Hlxenbaugh,
the Democratic ern Christian Advocate. ,jieil here In October a year ago.
j
between the warrlns fictions of the nish; Old AlbU'iuerqua schools. Dr.
nomtnte. appears to be slightly In the this morning as a result of an auto-bil- e
New York City shows an Increase students attending th" University of Eliglo Os una; at. Vincent's
lead, though the friends of William j
per
112
cent,
accident
of
in
lart
Brooklyn
1:2
rilnlit
which he
pr cent Vienna resulted this morning In the, and Sacred mart school. Dr.academy
Reldy;
J. Llnwood, the Republican candl- - ' rviffered a broken arm. several cuts and Philadelphia 69 per cent. Other injury of
about one hundred young; Duranes school. Dr. M. K. Wylder;
date, are confident that when the and bruises and internul
include;
per
increases
Injuries.
Chicago,
26
men. The cause of the conflict Is. Old Albuquerque parochial schoel. Dr.
count fa 'completed he will bave the Death was due primarily to the nerv- cmt; Denver. 65 per e. nt; Portland, found In the smouldering
antagontsrr I Haynes; Barelas and San Jose schools
office.
i ous shock as he vim Mi yeur
per
old.
cent
or..
betweon German and Jewish students.. Dr. De l.a Vergne.
ed

'

truns-rontinent- al

Man-(iala-
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efforts to blackmail Mrs. Phlpps, It
'
ia believed that she la Insane.
After her arrest and while bclnf
examlned at the police station Mrs.
Reed attempted to commit suicide.
The ch.et of police had been examining her and saw her make a motion,
ae though to put something In her
mouth. He struck her hand, knocking Its contents to the floor, and
found that she had fifty tableta of
morphine, enough to kill a half tfoi-e- ri
V-,- .
people.
.O
Since last Saturday Mrs. Reed had
haunted the Phipps residence and
had made demands for money. Yes- -'
terday she was standing behind a
tree in front of the house when Mrs.
Phlpps started out-Iher automobile
for a ride, and, as the machine passed, Mrs. Reed opened the door and
got In. She talked rationally, assure
ing Mrs. Phlpps that she. did not In,.
tend to harm her and the two rode
for fifteen or twenty minutes. Final
ly Mrs. Reed produced two sticks of
dynamite and demanded $20,000.
Mrs. Phlpps consented to go to the
bank and get the money but Mrs.
Reed Insisted that they stop on the
way and get Mrs. Ph pps' daughter
from the school she was attending.
They did so and on arriving at th
bank Mrs. Phlpps and her daughter
got out leaving Mrs. Reed In the automobile. Mrs. Phlpps told the bank
officials of her danger, and a bank
detective went to the automobile, engaging Mrs. Reed In conversation
while two policemen went to the other side of the automobile. Seeing her
self In a trap,' Mrs. Reed attempted
to throw the dynamite, but It fell
without exploding, and she was tak- er. Into custody.

$19,474.

Washington. D. C, Nov. 10. After
Deo. 1 the money derived by the gov
GOT TWO CONVICTIONS.
ernment from timber sales, permits I The case of Francisco Balasan,
for stock grazing and for special uses charged with forging two checks,
of various resources In the national
the attention of the second
forest reserves, will be deposited with district court today. Yesterday the
national banks Instead of being for-- 1 wheels of Justice ground exceedingly
warded to Washington to be locked ' fast, disposing of two criminal cases.
in the treasury.
lp which the territory secured two
The banks which have been named! convictions. George Peel was found
as depositories for these funds are guilty of embezzling a wogan and set
the Western Montana National at, of harness from C. W. Hunter. MaMissoula, Mont.; the Denver National, riano Garcia was adjudged guilty of
the First National of Albuquerque. assault and battery upon the person
N. M.; the First National of Ogden, of Zenos Alderette.
Both men will
Utah; the First National of San Fran- be sentenced at the cIobs of court.
cisco, and the First National at PortNo action was taken by Judge Abland, Ore.
The estimated receipts bott today toward granting Jack
from the national forests for the Donahue bail, satisfactory evidence
present fiscal year will approximate a.i to his character as yet being lack-

o,
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Parts Nov. 10. The foreign office

TO

BITTERNESS
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prisoner tries"

the pucL

"Nov. 6, 1908.
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CREATES

IHE DEATH
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ATTEMPT

mands.

More Trouble May
Result" From

Washington, Nov. 10. Any attempt
against a man because
of his religious belief is condemned
aa
and against the cau.-- e
of libei ty and civilisation by Presi
dent RooBeveit in a letter to J. C
Martin, of Dayton, Ohio. The letter
has been made publ.c because the
president declares he has received a
number of similar
communicat oua
and takes this means of answer. n.
them. He says:

letter running

W-

'
i

Toi'gM

BLACKMAIL

''Mi

Former United States Senator
From Tennessee Shot
Down In Street

10

met flar lis
tiifcm snuti

INSANE WOMAN FOILED
AN

THES0UTH

Norenber

NUM 11 Kit 272

SENSATION

President Answers Corres
pondent In Regard to
Tali's Ri llgious

'

Call.

pjrtlafl.

ts sBUG HOUSE SAVES MILLIONS

OF

FOR A BIGOT, SAYS

TOAGITATE

tiw.

H IK hi. A"''

mil Widni (if fur lie pt
portneast por.lit.
Coilr

EXICO. TUESDAY NOVEMBER 10. 1908.

PLUCK SAVES THREE LIVES

OUTRAGE

WEATHER

rl.
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'
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FOOTB iLL PUZZLE PICTURE

T IE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

Our

Prices,

Best Goods,

LiiWEST

RICES

PUUIOMED DAILY AND WEEKLY
B)

be Citizen

1'

niimning Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Horse ntankcts. . i . . .$ 3.00 to 9 4.00
2.00 to
iJip Itnliea
4.25
water- Auto ItolM-aproof.
11.00 to 43.00
Team Harness
Double Iluggy Harness
17.60 to 24.00
Kinirle surry harness 17" to 19.n0
Huggy harness
8. BO to 20.00
Express wagon harness
13.50 to 18.00
Celebrated
Askew
4.60 to 55.00
Saddles
Our Harness and Baddies guaranteed
to be as good as is on the market.
Parts of Harness kept In stock. Call
and see our stock before you. buy.

9
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S.

STRKKLt

PRI-SID-

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

:

MANAGING
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81TBSCKIPTION

EDITOR

RATES.
.....tS.OO

year by mall in advance
Vaonth by mail
i mntb by carrier within city limit"
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matter at the Powtoffloe of AJbnqnerone, N. St
Butered aa second-clas- s
r A at of Onitrma of March S. 187.

nesacr

Hie only Illustrated dally
mrallum of the Southwest.

wmlii

In New Mexico

--

and the

We

artaeaa aa separate state

II tarried

In the Union.

A.

Mexloo and

Republican National Platform.
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THIS

4

F.K.

LfcHtR

408 West Railroad Avenue

How About Tour

i

WHICH

FALL SUT

ha.-pene-

e-- s'

rd

CASH

IN
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This makre four times for the actor and the woman ho married la
herself divorced from at leant one husband.
If anything more were notded to put the festive Nat out of the matinee
business. It would seem that this fourth marriage with three other wives
still alive, would be sufficient, but such is the peculiar pervcrsenesa of the
theater-goin- g
public that instead of hissing a man of Goodwin's brascenness,
In other words, every time Goodwin
only
swell
bis audiences.
will
it
marries, it at least proves a good advertisement and press story for him.
The woman who consents to be fourth Mrs. Goodwin on tho Hut, is
likely not much above Goodwins moral plane. The press reports say she
U an actress of considerable ability, good looking and vivacious.
The fact that a man can divorce three women during a few years and
marry a fourth one, with considerate possibility that tho end Is not yet,
indicates that the public will continue to be long suffering, under the most
trying circumstances. For such people as Goodwin, it would seem that
the laws governing marriage should be entirely suspended, because it does
not look right to make suoh a travesty out of the most sacred ceremony
of both church and state.
But the fact that a few fellows like Goodwin set aside the law of
morality and public decency, dors not prove that the world la getting
worse.
It does prove, however, that some people have
the Cleaner
you can
the eternal fitness of things, which after all. Is about the worst
MRS. MALONEY'S PLANS
I had heard much of his nephew
Cleans thorn
say of the lower animals who unlike Goodwin, have not free wills, human from
Col. Locke. . Ever since Carl
loo as everybrains and immortal souls.
and I have been engaged I have
thing else.
Iluslmnd Pkn.'s lg-- ,
wanted Emm i. to bo engaged too. Her I
CALL ABO
norunce of Philadelphia's Girl's
You see we have always been chums
Intentions.
and shared everything except Carl
and here was an opportunity to have
10.
Executive Office. 6anla Ke, N. M.
Nov.
York,
New
"I am poeltlve
Emma and his nephew meet and
(President Roosevelt has designated Thursday, November 25, 108, as well you know what I mean.
that no one who knows anything
thanksgiving Day:
about her affairs will at tnls time say
To skip forty years, the nephew anything
Therefore. I, George Curry, Governor of the Territory of New Mexico, missed
about Miss Helen Maloney's
BAMBROOK BRu
disapwere
train. We
said Miss Phone ftoe.
intentions."
matrimonial
recommend that the cit'sens of the territory observe the day in a manner pointed' the
morning
so.
said
The
and
ii a, tut fca
significance.
husband,
Maloney's
former
Arthur
suitable to its true
turnouts.
we arrived, papa and mama and
Irivan
after
year.
There
thanksgiving
this
reasons
for
yesterday.
"When la toe dir. Proprietors BeA
Osborn,
New Mexicans have abundant
4
Col. Locke went to the military park Herbert
famines,
epidemics,
strikes,
way
of
suppose
public
in
proper
I
no
comes
calamities
the
the the pldnn
the
time
hari been
right after breakfast. Emma and I announcement
a land of opportunities. arose
will be made by the
or general drouths. Our territory Is
we were not hungry, young
9:30;
at
investment.
genuine
for
fields
and
opportunities
family.
Certainly
splendid
I
Here labor his
woman's
men and so we went out after fudge. When am In no position to speak, and 1
During the past year over twenty thousand sturdy, wide-awaABl'XDANCi:.
'
returned she remarked that there have said nothing, nor will I. I wish
women from the middle wtwtern states have established their homes upon she
young
tour- you
was
man
a
dandy
in
a
FAiri:.Nci:.
consystems
under
are
Irrigation
magnificent
agricultural
domains;
deny most emphat.cally
our
I
car in front of the hotel, but we that would
Needn't 'stand hoping f.ir the
I said that which a morning
struction .by buth public and private capital; new railroad lines are being ing
(I
fudge.
it in the Interest in the
togood things of life, when w
newspaper
saying
quotfd.me
built; we are preparing to enter the union as a sovereign state this coming forgot
as
was particularly nice fudge.
winttr; intellectual and moral advancement is keeping pace with our ma- which
the reporter nothing. 1
supply the very best bakery
Presently a young man came In from day. Inottoldanswer
.
any questions on
shall
terial "prosperity.
(a
CAKI'S, 1MI-.S- ,
office
the
lUlKAD,
you
observe
reasons,
fellow citizens. I recommend that
.For these
the subject of Miss Maloney's affairs,
Room 12
ordinary-young-ma- n
)
took
off
(
(M Kll.S,
his
HOI.l.S.
needy
unfortuand
on
day
Thanksgiving Icy. Let us
remenvber the
directly or Indirectly."
that
looked at us Inquiringly; Emma ellher
report
nate. To assemble in placts of worship and there Join in a service of song hat,
to tempt n tdiiRg sh appeMade
which
Incensed
The
the
inway
conveyed the
some subtle
young
and prayer, is excellent; but if, in addition thereto, we open our purees to in
broker
said
he
stated
that
tite
build hc.ilth.
nnd
young
that this was the
the destitute, 'the act will prove the sincerity of our Thanksgiving, as well formation
there was nothing now to prevent his
ng
man
ar.
the
tour
of
enjoy.
we
blessings
as worthy of a continuance of the
remarriage to the daughter of MarW. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
He looked so embarrassed and fool- tin Maloney, the Philadelphia Stand
Dune at the executive office this, the 7th day of Noevmber, A. D., 1808.
gave
so
laughed,
I
ish
which
and
him
Mexico.
Now
my
territory
great
of
seal of the
Witness
hand and the
ard Ol! millionaire, whose elopement
courage to announce that ho was with him was called by Miss Maloney
IJVEItr, SALE, FEED AND
(Territorial Seal)
GEORGE CURRY. Governor.
looking for some one and we told him a mock marriage when last winter
THANSFKK STABLES
NATHAN JAFFA. Secretary of New Mexico.
207 South First St.
that he looked the part. One remark she ran away with Samuel Clarkson, Horses and Mules bought and Ex
changed.
One of the perils of the full which science understands better than it led to another and we were getting the young Englishman.
did a few years ago. Is the timid surrender to the weather which Is still nicely acquainted when I saw papa
Acquaintances of Mr. Oshnrn have BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITT
too fcommon when the winds begin to bite and the storm clouds are dark and mama and Col. Locke getting out sold thnt he never ceased to love the Second Street between Central and
Copper Ave.
and menacing, says the Cleveland Plain Dealer. It Is dangerous to try too of a carriage in front of the hotel. girl, and when the formal announce
ED.
hard to escape exposure to harsh cllmatio conditions.' The gospel of fresh A thousand wild suggestions as to ment wns published last week In
ways
means
getting
of
of
and
rid
was
air Is being preached with vigor In all parts of the civilized world. It
London that Miss Maloney would not
Klo Grande Valley Ind On.
never before so popular, never so well understood. But it isn't dominant the young man before papa came in wed Clarkson they Jumped at the
my
I
though
of
flew
through
mind.
yet.
enough
It is still too much shirked and dodged. There is not as much
conclusion that she was about to re
JOHN BORKADA1LE
dislike of stuffy rocms and stale air as there ought to be. At this time of the Introducing him to papa as an old turn to her first love.
year it Is easy to fall Into the habit of shunning what is called exposure to friend from Chicago, but remembered
On the other hand, there Is a re
Ileal KM ate and Invwment
the weather. Indoor life seems far more comfortable than the open-ai- r
kind that I didn't have any old friends port In Philadelphia that the young
Colleect 1 tents of City Itealty
when rain Is falling and the wind Is almost violent enough to make a deep- - that papa d'd not know. Ry this time heiress will wed a Chlcngoan if her
Jobbing Promptly Attended to
to
of
Emma
seriousness
the
awoke
sea sailor admit that there is a storm. In the late autumn, therefore, the
father pets the church In Home to Office, Corner Third and Gold v
escape
was
no
the
There
V
situation.
need is greatest of keeping upon Intimate terms with the outdoor world
Alhuqueraa.
overrule the refusal of the church In Phone MA
Phones: Shop 10G5; Residence 552
and living close to nature. That is the way to carry a good stock of vitality except down the very passage that America to annul her marriage to
papa
up.
coming
only
was
The
oth
and health into the winter tind be prepared to meet all the rigors of the
Osborn. which already has been set
er door led to a closet. We told the aside by the courts.
Ship Corner Fourth St. and Copper Ave.
severest season, in the best possible condition for health and safety.
GREEN
FhONi
SHOE
SIOHh
"ung man that papa's Ideas of pro
H.
ALBUQUERQUE,
BEST SHOES IN TOWN
to be trifled with and
1IOW8 THIS?
One of the latest stunts in theatrical lines, is the advertisement of a priety were not go
FOR THE MONEY
to
into the closet. He
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
player that she will dance with five snakrs twined about her. Most any- begged him
of Catarrh that can
eemed to regard this ns absurd and ward dpfor any case
PEPAI'INO OUR SPECI LTY
body would dance under similar circumstances, however, and some people unnecessary,
curen ny Hall s catirrn Cure.
I tried to explain, but not
K. J. CHUNKY & CO., Toledo, O.
would dance with only one snake.
R. HtATTCUCCI
our frantic efforts to drag him in.
We. the understsned. have known f.
105 N. 1st. Street
for tne last lb years, end be
must have softened his heart. We J. Cheney
The New Tork World finds considerable satisfaction in ruhbing it In Bhut
mm
perfectly
lieve
In
honorable
all
speechless
were
AND
THE LUNGS
the
door
and
buslnea
on the Democratic party by declaring that If any other man than Rryan
transactions and financially
with laughter when papa appeared able to carry
out any obligations made
had been nominated he would have been elected.
by his firm.
In the door.
THIRD
WAI.DINO, KINNAN & MARVIN.
Pupa had tried for IK years to sup
WITH
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo. O.,
The New Tork Bun says It will yet be happy 'but the "old subscriber"
Catsrrh Curs Is taken Internalwho has read the paper for some thirty years, can't believe the good news. press my giggling but had resigned ly,Hall's
upon
directly
acting
blood
the
and
himself to the inevitable and was not mucous surfaces of the system. TestiThe best thing about being president, according to the small boy, if surprised to tind us speechless. He monials sent free. Price 2be per boiue. VlJ Kinds of FTtmb aixl Salt Mrs
Hold by all iJmrgtsts.
sai l that v.e were g dng home sooner
that after you quit the Job. you can go hunting
Take Hall's Family Kills for constiMmn Musatgs factory.
than he had expected and to get our pation.
st
sFsftCft AL. a4 t A
PRICE
sKi a ai
10
EMIXi KLKI.NWOKT
Count that ilay lost whose low, descending sun rind not some letter things ready right away. We said
Trial
Bottle Free
OLDS
'yes" to everything, we were so anxThe rapid Increase in our Imiine
tired or statesman on the run. Kaltlmore Sun.
aiasonlc Building. Nunb Third Men
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
ous to have him go, for thut young is due to good work and fair treatDid the mounii builders
baseliall ? Another momentous question man would not keep Mill. He kept ment of our patrons. Ilnbb Ijtnn- GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY;
How to Cure a Cold.
ymg "my name Is Sawyer. I'm "
which we have to worry.
OB MONET REFUNDED.
but what he was, he was not allowed
Be as careful as you can you will
sayfor Emma quietly but firmly
SonMcrlhe for The ClOsen.
The haze In the atmosphere does not erne from forest tires Mauds t
occasionally take cold, and when you
but from honllres in the alley.
do, get a medicine of known reliability one that has an established repuMissouri Is lined up in the Republican column and dear ll Kentucky
tation and that Is certain to effect a
is feeling powerful shaky.
quick cure. Such a medicine Is Cham,
M A
berlaln's Cough Remedy.
It has
When a very rich man gets very ill he has mental vision of his rela- gained a world wide reputation by
lives contesting his will.
Its remarkable cures of this most
common ailment, and can always be
"Whal is u k mu ? ' gr.u ly inquires the Birmingham
Now
depended upon. It acts on nature's
what a fool question.
plan, relieves the lungs, aids expectoration, opens the secretions and
It makes no difference to us whether your bill of maScientists are now planning to use water for a fuel. What will we
aids nature In restoring the system
drink, wood and coal?
to a healthy condition. During the
terial be for a chicken coop or the largest building in
many years In which It has been In
th- - same at
to
country,
we
the
prepared
turiuh
are
Tammany did not sell out. Tammany had nothing to
general use we have yet to learn of
f r the
lowest prices. Our lumber is well seasoned, which
people wanted Taft.
a single case of cold or attack of
grip having resulted In pneumonia
makts it worth 15 per cent more to the bui!d:i g than
A Salome dance wa
hissed in Chicago. Some jiioplc simply have
when the remedy was used, which
ing.
us.
Tr
lumber
you
the
bu
have
n
bet
no artistic training.
shows conclusively that It Is a certain
preventive of that dangerous disease.
SUPERIOR LUMBER & MILL CO.
The next bright spot on the future's horizon is Thanksgiving turkey.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy contains no opium or other narcotic and
FIRST- STREET,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
South of Viaduct,
may be given aa confidently to a baby
Mr. Urysn could still give Mr.' Kern half his home t Lincoln.
as to an adult. For sale by all
"I told you so," says the New York World to Democracy.
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fry

lot hs u e to
home by ttte
kra bus day's work
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Some
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diseases.
the young man's
For $6 we furnish the medicine
"
Quality
"The
Tilor.
I
faceach time he said "mywoname
and If you are not cured In i days
N
IM&g.
Armijo
T.
Sawyer." After papa went
let the
money refunded.
DAILY SHORT STORIES I young ni in out.
The Orlando Distributing
Agency,
j
Explanat ons followed. He was Col.
Pc, N. M.
Santa
cerLock i! '8 ntphew. Had felt quite
tain that we were the girls in his CXXXXXXXXXXXXDtXXXXXXXXXXXXl
KM MA '8 KNtiAGKMKNT.
uncle'H party, but before he could say
The
so we had shut him in the closet. Col. i
BIG
(Sylvia removed the chef d'oeuvre Locke had never mentioned his name.
Business, Ranch and House.
L8UQUERQUE
PLANING MIL!
him In
of a leading milliner ana placed it They lilnme me isfor putting
right,
Emma's
all
the
closet
it
but
...IfilVCBTlaATE...
n
collec-t.oTHE
fondly on her knees, stuck a
OLDEST MILL IN THE CITT
When In need of saab, door frames
of deadly looking hat pins into engaged to Mr. Sawyer.
Room,
Ftor
rOI9
etc. Screen work a specialty. 40
It and announced:
on Central Avcnuo vacant in
What Would Tou Io?
'11th l'lri Sreet
Telephone 401.
"I'm back."
pray
go
November.
"I'm Intensely Interested,
in case of a burn or Bcald what
7
on."
would you do to relieve the pain
FOB RENT- - 1 tore room,
THE CHAMPION ERCCHRY CO.
Sylvia lmpres- - Such injuries are liable to occur In
"And." continued
on First street.
sively, "Emma's engaged."
any family and everyone should be
Mattmuccl Brcm.m Proprietor
prepared for them.
Chamberlain's
"How did you manage UT
iet Travelers' Accident and
Grocery wi Veal Markef.Staile and Fancy
It was due entirely to salve applied on a soft cloth will re- "I didn't
Health Policy. Money to Loan.
a mistake I made. Papa invited Em- - lieve the pain almost Instantly, and
Grcce&s
M. L. SCHCTT.
ma and me to go to Vlcksburg on unless the injury is a very severe one.
N'cw Canned Fruit
219 South Second Street.
and Voirotnblc.
that monument business with him, will cause the parts to heal without
nd Col. Locke tola, papa that he leaving a scar. For sale by all drug- - CXXXXJOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJU
would take his nephew and show us gists.
good time. I was delighted, Emma
ditto. Mama said she saw enough
Thornton
of our nonsense at home and wished OSBDRN WONT TELL
UP
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C. Goodwin, the matinee
much of late .Is married again.

Nat
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AXBTJQCERQt'K CITIZEN HAS!
The finest equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The latest report h Associated Press and Auxiliary New

.sVe'
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Expansion sale now going on at the
Cash Buyers' Union, 121 North Secd.
ond street, the biggest thing ever
Fall and winter clothing,
shoes, underwear, and hat at remarkably low prices. Now Is the time
to get good goods for little money.
About IS00 worth of high grate
factory samples, consisting of lad
underskirts, nightgown, fascinators,
shawls, men's fln shlrti. all wool underwear, gloves and mittens at one-thiless than regular price.
Boys' shoes, II. CO anl up.
Men s shoes, 11 SO and up.
ladles' shoos, $1.25 and up.
OlrK shoes, tl 10 and up.
Men's pantaloons, 85c, $1.00, $l.b0
and up.
Men's bib overalls, ROc and up.
Big bargains In enamel ware.
Pour ffl.is tumblers, 10c.
Pig rut In gro?eri s. Large cans ot
tomatoes, good quality, 10c.
And hundreds of other bargain.
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that all ad us Use),
ssrats receive their sbai
of attention. It presents
the store news a
ahead, giving the
pantlve purchaser time ta
pasa a shopping toar for
the next morning.

T
Wise advertisers patronise The. Citizen because
they know their adver
ti Menu-ti- ts
are seen and
mad at tlie homes la the
even big, and If they are
offering something worthy
of attention, their ad ha
aeoonipllMhed Its mission.

,

I
The Oltlsen has
given premiums te subscribers, bat la saMrlbed
to and paid fnff oa te
aew m r 1 a , sauwam
that Its subscribers has
money with which to bay
what they want front
legitimate merehi nts.
These are the people
The Cftlaen Invites to
your score.

z
The Clttsen employs a
man whose butdnesa St Is
to look after your advertising wants. He wUl
write your copy if yoa
wish. If not. he will soe
tliat your ads are uset
up" to look their beat
and be will attend to
litem from day to day.

E
Are you adverUstng
The OIUseuT Your
petltors are, and are
profiling by It. Do yoa
think conservative
teas men
money wiiere they are
Get
not getting results
in the swim and watch
your

N
Is the Best

Advertising
Medium
in

Albuquerque
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DYSPEPSIA
OR STOMACH

Treat it right its your best friend. Abuse if
and you'll find there's a limit. When the limit

Eat Any Favorite Food With-ou- t
the Slightest Distress
From Indfgestlonor an
Upset stomach.

is reached, the stomach must rest. Kodol rests it.
That is what Kodol Is for. Th stomach can
pot stop work ; If It did you would stop existing.
cannot even take a vacation and "rest op"
Iticept
when it has Kodol to assist It.
thought to how
Very likely you nerer
bard your stomach works. Most people don't nntll
they have to. Sometimes, though, It cost lees to
do a little thinking before one has to.

-

Stom-M-

k,

or Nervousness, or Gastritis, or
Cancer, etc. Prove thU by taking
Pape'B'Dlapepsm- - after, your, very
next meal. Convince yourself within
five minutes that your actual disease
was aour, acid Stomach Food fermentation that every bite you ate
turned to Stomach ' gas, Stomach
poison and Acid, which makes you
feel sick and miserable, producing
auch symptoms as pain in the pit of
the stomach. Difficulty In breathing
after a meal. Headaches, Belching,
Heartburn, Nauseous breath. Water
brash. Ullinusnpss, Sour risings, Gas
on Stomach and many other bad feelings.
- Indigestion Is a result, not a cause,
of your misery. If the Stomach Is
our, your food becomes tainted, and
that's why ' you have these stomach
'
disorders.
Ask your pharmacist to ftiow you a
case of Pape'a Dlapepsln, which cost
only SO cents.
Head what this effective Stomach and digestive treatment contains, and how absolutely
harmless It must be: how It does tor
the Stomach what the washing and
aunbath do for the churn; absolutely
removes every corrupting or tainting
element, and will digest all the food
you can eat.
Go to your druggist end get some
Dlapepsln now, then eat anything you
want at your next meal, and you will
not suffer from Indigestion or Stomach trouble. Each bite of food will
taste good, and, besides, you will not
need liver regulators to keep your
Intestines and Stomach clean and
fresh.
Now and forever rid yourself of the
misery of Indigestion and Stomach
trouble. Make your meals a pleasure
by going to the tabel with a healthy
appetite.
.

"THE ROYAL

CHEF"

COME

NEXT

WEEK

The musical comedy. "The Royal

Elks'

theater

November 17. The "Chef" was originally staged in Chicago and holds a
, record of over 300 nights at the Gar-ric- k
theater. It was given its New
York premier at the Lyric theater
and was one of the first to win actual recognition for a Chicago musical production, with the supercritical press and public of the metro-pul- ls
exhibited
who have usually
anything
.strong antipathy towards
theatrical not born on Broadway,
until the "Cher entered the field and
pioved Itself pleasing and satisfactory
enough to compel recognition, and
a consecutive run of nearly four
months to large and delighted audiences was the result. The entire
press, without a single dissenting
best
voice, declared it one of the
staged find best played musical plays
muyears.
The
seen In that city for
sic, by Ben Jerome, is among the best
many
a day,
that has been written in
and the bonk by Geo. Stoddard is
lines,
but
not only built on original
unfolds a coherent story, laughable
in its handling and theme and interesting from curtain to curtain. The
music has had immense popularity,
there being not a dull or unattractive
number In the entire score. The sale
of the latter by the publishers, having already exceeded the quarter of
a million mark. Much of the music
orchestrated with a neatness and
a taste wliich show Mr. Jerome h"s
great knowledec of instrumental' n
and Its uses. The entire press, wherever the play has been seen, unite in
declaring that not in years has a light
opera score been heard which contains more of musical understanding
and appreciation of what is suitable
The
and effective In such work.
chorus Is not only large numerically
Is
telling
one
a
hut
and the various
ensemble are uncommonly good and
move naturally to fine climaxes and
heuutlful stage pictures. The famous
"Rrollers" were f rst seen wiith the
"Uoyal Chef and all the original
members with ono or two exceptions,
aie with the company together with
nearly all the producing cast. Wm.
H. Conley as the "Chef" has a rolu.
It U said, that fits him like a glove
and possessed a much b Iter "voice
than the average op ra coined an, m
magnetic, intelligent and acts an
sings with spirit nnii d.tsh.
Miss
Wala'eKta, the prima limra. is a fine
soprano, aits with in mat on a"d in
appearance is a very attractive yuns
i

1

woman.

Colds and Croup

In

Children.

"My little girl Is subject to colds"
say J Mrs. Wm. H Serig. No. 41, Fifth
St.. Wheeling. W. Va. "Last winter
she hnd a severe spell and a terrible cough but 1 cured her with Cham-

berlain's Cough Remedy without tha
sld of a doctor, and my little boy
has been prevented many times from
having the croup by the t.me'.y use
of this syrup.
As soon as he shows
any signs of croup I give him Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for three or
four days which prevents the attack."
This remedy Is for sale by all
CITIZEN
WANT ADS
Kit IN Q RErilXTS

v

'

Even the galley-slav- e
of the ancients rested at
Intervals. But the stomach of modern man works

harder than the

and

e,

galley-slav-

it never rests

f Itself.
Kodol, of course, will rest the stomach, but
provide for. If
that is something nature didn't
lived the way nature Intended,
people
It wouldn't have been necessary to provide for It.
now-a-da-

But they don't that's the trouble.
Better keep on good terms with your stomach,
tf you can. Your health depends absolutely upon
the perfect performance of the stomach's functhink of that . or why it is true!
tions. Ever
i.
The human body Is composed of certain chemical elements. These are combined to form sub
stances such as fat, protein, carbohydrates, miav
sral matter and water.
The food we eat Is composed of exactly these
elements. The stomach must disintegrate this
food and correctly apportion It to the needs of the
Looks like a lot of work for the stomach,
Srstetn. Itf
No wonder It occasionally needs
Kodol to help It do this.
The person who has the kind of a stomach that
can do Its own work continuously, without assistance lias a good deal to be thankful for. Most
people haven't that kind. That Is why they require Kodol.
.

....

si
'

!

for a
Prosperous
Business Season

Kodol will do all the stomach's work for It,
when necessary giving it a period or complete
rest. The rest that restores health. That's how
Kodol cures indigestion which is merely a good

digestion "gone wrong."
,
People used to think that when they had Indi
gestion they should stop eating or limit them
selves to a prescnoea aieu umers commences
nurvlng with cathartics, All that is very dis
agreeable and unpleasant. Also, It Isn't necessary.
i

Is. Good

Starvation or purging doesnt cure anything.
Kodol doesn't cure anything either but shows
nature the right road, In short order. Kodol
merely establishes complete and perfect digestion.
does this by digesting every particle of the
It
food. The stomach then rests and cures ltelf..
That Is what was Intended when Kodol was made.'
It couldn't be any other way.
Kodol Is quite Indispensable to a good many
persons. To all. In fact, who haven't time la
their dally lives for e careful selection of foods
and diet. It very quickly enables nature to rectify any disagreeable effects of wrong eating.

Our Guarantee

to your druggist today and get a dollar
bottle. Then after you have used the entire
of the bottle If yon can honestly say that it
has not done, you s- -y good return the bottle to
the druggist and he will refund your money. We
will then repay the druggist. This offer applies
to the large bottle end to but one In a family.
Every draggbt knows our guarantee Is good
Oe

con-ten-

ts

TOMORROW'S BUSINESS DEPENDS LARGELY ON TODAY'S
ADVERTISING. DON'T LET .TOMORROW TAKE CARE of ITSELF

,

The dollar bottle oon tains JH times as mud)
as the fifty cent bottle. Kodol Is made at the
laboratories of JL O. DevYltt ft Go Chicago.
.

J. H. O'RIELLY CO.

4
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from the Instrument that Is soon to surely fail.
Farmer's
'Ih.rc is evidence that tho
oiot out their lives, Janus and Mary
oefore thiy
Farmer Bit, listless and half dumb, considered tofailure, for Mrs.
Brennan
murder
with a terror they know not how to undertook
property to their
utter. They are hard people. Their they deeded the then,
they possessAt least,
llvts of drudgery and shiftless irres- Infant. grace
love.
child
of
ed
tho
faces.
ponsibility hae marked their
Th.-ure unmistakably the prison
On April 25 Inst neighbors snw
typo.
Their dull eyes, their mis- Surah Brennan cross from her home
shapen lips, the very creas.s In their to the house occupied by the Farm- k
souls. To ers about 5 o'clock In tho afternoon.
faces speak of the
pity them one must Je tolerant of the was never seen alive again.
That evening lur husband came
human error, considerable of environment and hold sympathy for the home from the Remington mill at
Brownville and found his house
weaknesses of their kind.
locked and wondered why his wife
two
remove
these
in
will
Death
had failed to leave the key behind
will
miss
but
little that the world
,Ue decided to
take
the
Mary
and
Farmer downshutter.
They Will be Electrocuted In death to James
waiting
while
storm
door
the
to
the
known
holds all the terrors
Jim Farmer came to the fence.
New York Prison Whhln human breast. They nro patient when
"Don't
take that down. Don't you
may
on
side.
they
find life
the other
I own that place now?" he
know
the Next Two Weeks.
'
The story of the lives of James asked.
and Mary Farmer is a story of povwas dumfounded.
Brennan
erty and black futility. The story
"Yes, the place Is mine, all right.
Auburn, New York, Nov. 10.
nf their crime Is hideous, a wretched I bought It last October, and you
A man iyvl u, woman, hue' and and offspring of their degradation.
sen the deed at the enjnty clerk's
The LeadingiEvening Newspaper of New Mexico
county can
In Brownsville, Jefferson
oflice."
he declared.
wife, father and mother James and
Hren-na- n
hovel.
a
thfy
lived
in
Sarah
never
my
said
funny,
wife
"That's"
Mary Farmer, will next month foland her husband Patrick were anything about It," commented Bren-n-- n.
low each other to death In the elec- their next door and envied neighbors. Patrick and Sarah wero rich
tric chair In Auburn prison.
When Sarah Brtnnan failed to
For the first time In prison annals they had money in the bank. They come home Patrick became suspiciIn America, a man and his wife w.ll, did not want for things to cat or ous, especially when Farmer announcThey owned their ed that he was tired of receiving It
on the same day, pay the awul things to wear.
price which the state exacts- - their home and so the Farmers rnvleu a week rent from Mrs. Brennan and
blood for the blood they have shed. them.
that he would move into the place at
A baby, a pretty baby, whoso eyes
A year ugo Mary Farmer prevented
once. The next day, Brennan, wor- tmvo '.n en .ijunril
bright herself in the office of tho county
1o t h
ItiA fiint lrtup.1
nf Ills
world a little 11 ss than two years clerk lit Watertown. "I am Sarah jw.fe, wux served
a notice of
will be orplianul by the lightning of lirennan " she said, and she fraud- dispossess, unn was snown a Dili or
the law. In Jin nsylum, which the ulently acknowledged a deed, trans- sale for all of the personnl property MANDOLIN GLEE CLUB
state provides, the terrible story of ferring the lirennan home in Hrown-vlll- o in the place. Another uay elapsed
the crime of this baby boy's parents
to James and Mary Farmer, in and the Farmers moved In and Bren'HAVE YOU A
WILL EE ORGANIZED
and society's vonueiDco, will be krpt consideration of $2100, said to have nan was forced to go to the home of
from him unt
the truth creeps Into been paid. Hiving t'lus obtained o friends.
A trunk, tied round and
Kindly disposed attendhis heart.
fraud, legal possession of the Krcn-r.a- n rounii with rope, among the effects
ant!" at thiH nsyluni. who have learnIn
home, which had been hold
brought over frum the old Farmer I'Uycn of String Instruments Are to
l'tiroi New Mualual OrtrauUatloa.
ed to love this child, hope that some the name of Sarah.
the Farmers place was carefully guarded by them.
childless husband and wife will come plotted to destroy tho life of Mrs.
Satisfied that something was wrong,
to claim him, change his name and lirennan and thus obtain actual pos- Brennan went to District Attorney
About twenty of Albuquerque's
forever keep dHrk his unconscious session of the house and little patch Pitcher, who wnt Sheriff Bellinger young musicians are now planning
shame.
of land they coveted. it wa.i a to the place. They found the trunk the organisation of a Mandolin Gle
Crouching in their cells In "mur- crude and ugly plot which ny but In the kitchen, its odor causing tha club which promises to become one
Do you know
derer's row." only a few paces away stupid minds would realize must sheriff to demand the key. The Farm-- i of the leading organizations of Its
people are almost fighting
rs declared It was lort and tho of- kind in the city. It will be the intention
of
club
for
the
furnish
to
music
open
quarters right here in Albuquerque, and
ficer broke the lock and threw
for all sorts of occasions, such ss rethe cover.
ceptions,
at
afternoons
and
home
like this
you
"My God. did
do this!" shouted Brennan to Farmer, as he recog- parties where string instruments are
nized in the mass of clotted hair, wanted. The demand tor such an ortorn skirts and chopped trunk and ganisation has been great In tha pst
Ilmb9, the remains of his wife. The and It la thought that the Glee club
Farmers were placed under afTettt at j will have plenty o do.
FOR RI.NT-- Ur
once. The woman was the first to I Th young musicians will be under
well
wen ventilated front room.furatah4.
confess. As they talked to Mrs. Brtn- - the direction of a competent leader
sao4ern
will
as
manwho
also
act
business
and sanitary. OO Blake m.
nan. Mrs. Farmer struck
the rirst ager
Don't you dislike to leave the
being
and
besides
a
business
blow with an ax.
Farme r finished
warm living room and undress in
proposition, Inasmuch as the club will
the murdsr.
a cold bedroom where the frost is
The two await death in sepurata serve ss a musical bureau, it Is the
-rjj
thick on the window ? No need
cells. Mrs. Farmer being 'close ly i Intention of the members to make its
FTry
gunrtled !n the women's row.
Her meetings of a social order with reto any longer a
placed In
Albuquerque Citizen will secure
husband occupies tell No. S. When freshments after practice hours. Many
the fateful day draws near the wom- applications for membership have alyou a
the small cost of
an will he brought over to a cell ready been received and Judging from
nearer the chair. When the woman the enthusiasm evinced by players of
weeps it is for her baby.
Farmer mandolins, guitars, flutes, etc., who
frequently requests to see his wife, seek admission to the Glee club, suc3
6
but th's Ih denied. They will prob-ati-'y cess is assured.
cluto
The
will
mandolins,
consist
of
never s e n"h ot ier acain unflutes, viollncello, Italian
til the linul parting. The child Peter guitars,
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
will probably never look upon the harp and piano. Both ladles and gentlemen will be admitted to the orgamakes any cold room cheerful
fa'es of his p rents again.
l"TmiWlttlllJlSjaaaaaniBaiin
The day ef execution hns not been nization.
and cozy in a trice and Leeps it so.
A large room in the central part
In fore
iroit will
but
anneunct-It has a smokeless device that
of the city haa been engaged and a
Christmas.
business meeting Is being planned for
means no smoke no smell no
some evening next week, to be anbother just direct intense heat.
Urn U Votir
irn Marv Downinif nf 'o. 21 nounced later. All players of string
Finished in japan and nickel
will be welcome to Join
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proof
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Every
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that
burner.
Sir. st hII
large and small.
is the best remedy for coughs and
lamp warranted. If your dealer does not handle
colds,
la grippe, asthma hay fever,
the Rayo Lamp or Perfection Oil I leater write
Shoijlil v u fill tit reeelv The
bronchitis, hemorrhage of tha lungs,
our nearest agency for descriptive circular.
and the early stages of consumption.
Kvcnlni P len call up the
Postal Telegraph fi). telephone
Its timely use always prevents the
Albuquerque, New Mexico
CONTINENTAL OIL, CO.
V V
Mo. IS ami your paper w.ll be
development of pneumonia. Sold un.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
dur guarantee at all druggists. 60o
delivered by special .jnwn-nicr- .
and It. 00. Trial bottle free.
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Five Nighta and Saturday
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THEATER

Admission
10c
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Something polne 'All the Time.
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ROLLER SKATING RINK

course 1 should have felt that I w
unfit to represent the American peo.
ple,
i
No lilnrs of Crrd or IIaob In the
(fehlnct,
"In my cabinet at the present moment there alt aide by aide Cathollo
and Protestant. Christian and Jew.
each man chown b caiiin In my be- -i
tlef he Is particularly fit to aierclss !
on behalf of all peoplo the duties of
me. oince to wh. ch I have appo nteJ
him. In no case dors the man' re.
llg'mis belief In any way lnf:u nee hij
dlscrarge of his diites, save as it
maki'S hlnj more eoK'T to ant Justly
nnd uprightly In h s relations to a. I
I
men. ;
"Thii ump principles that have ob- talneii'ln appointing the m mbrrs ofi
my cabinet, the hlghe.--t officials under ni-- the offlelals u whom 'Is entrusted the work of larrylng out al
the Important policies of my administration, are the principle upon
which all good Americans should act
In choosing, whether by election or
anpolntment, the men to fill any
from the highest to the lowest
In the land.
Tours truly,
"THEODORK ROOSRVELT."
"Mr. J. C. Martin. Dayton, O."

HUNTERS!

I

We are just in receipt of a Carload of Ammunition, and
are now prepared to fill your orders for

,

',

1 us the ltev. Rilwaid Kveiett Hale, a.

pi esent time chn.ilnin of tlie Ser.a.e
end nn American of whoso life r.ll
The Musical Treat
$ gooil Americans are proud th. n t
would be equally proper to support
or oppose a man becajse of views on
1 justification by faith, or the methoj
of ndminlster.ng tho sacrament, or the
gopel of salvation by woiks. If yoj
once enter upon such a career there
Is alo.ute!y no limit ut which you
y stop.
can l
Presenting Comic Romantic
"fro much for your objections to
Mr. Tart because he Is a Unitarian.
ai d Tragic Opera.
No, for your objections to him be1 cause
Change of Hill Nighily
you think h.s wife and bro her
to be Roman Catholics. Aa It hapSame Excellent Cast
pens, they are not; but If they were,
Cpenirg Bill Gilbert and Sullivan's
or If he were a Roman Catholic here-afte- r,
it ought not to affect In the
sl.ghtest degree any man'a supporting
him for the pos tion of prea di nt.
"You cay that 'the mass of the voters that are not Catho.lcs will not
Prices 35c, 50c and 75c
support a man for any office, especial, y for pres d nt of the United
States, who is a Roman Catholic.' I
Carmen Friday Night
be.leve that when you Fay this you
Priced SO c, 7 So, S ' OO
foujly slander your fellow count,
I do not for one moment be
litve that the mass of our f. liow citizens, or that any conslierable num-'bof our fellow citizens, can be Influenced by such narrow bigotry as
to refuse to vote for any thoroughly
upright and f.t man because he hap- -

Opera Company

"Uanttne for Mrr Better Half"
"The Mlml Homier"
Fathers' Follies.
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Boston Ideal

Exclusive Moving Pictures
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ELKS' THEATER
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FOR A BIGOT, SAYS
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Shot Gun Shells
Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot

of-i'.- ;a

ARE

SEE OUR ASSORTMENT AND GET OUR PRICES

YOU IN

Mcintosh

OF A RANGE?

r

t

hardware

Anyone who Is In need of a range UKKDsjo osusxjK?tKSKJK3SX
or Is interested In the subjuct of
range should call any day this week .981 and Pay less of Cincinnati the
at the Wagner Hardware company's right fielders, with a perfect score.
Bliss of St. Louis leads the catche:a
store and Inspect the Great Malestl,
.992, with Be- which' is being demonstrated there by with a, percentage-o- f
gen of Brooklyn second. Bresnaha i
an expert from,, the factory.
INCORPORA
In another column ,1s shown a com- of New York third and Kllng of Chii .
plete ,set of cooking utensils which cago fourth,'
are being given away for. this week ', The.' team fielding averages are as
i
only to every4' purchaser of a Great follows:
.
Games. Pet.
Majestic.
This sat of utensils Is
,
Chicago
.98
158
,
... ,.
.
wortly$7.50.
, 155
,
.91 4
Thq. Majestic Is the leading seller Pittsburg
.96 3
165
In the southwest and any person who Philadelphia
.962
157
has been fortunate enough to own one New York
166
96i 9
Is never satisfied with any other. In Foston
.962
156
addition to the many merl's of the Boston
.9.',1
154
range Itself Is the free set of cooking Prnoklyn
.
creed. Such a cons. deration should uirii-.in,
165
,...,ii
.96J
- Cincinnati
never be treated as a reason for blnatlon. maniug jtii iiicb.biiujb wum- St. LouLs
.946
154
either supporting or opposing a candi
Albuquerque and
I
date for po.itical office,
You verv likelv will malca jromn
ilibtory lUfutCN Sander Against the knit alippers for Christmas present,
ELKS ClUB PLANS
4
Anirr can People
Corner mond mnd Oold
and we want to supply you with th
"Are you aware that there are aev necessary lamb's woo", soles. We have
eral states In this Union where the them in all sizes for bibles, children,
MODERN GYMNASIUM
majority of the people are now L'ath-o.Us- ? women and men. Prices run from
I s.ioukl repr iba.e in the se- 20 to 35 cents., C. Mav's Shoe Store,
Excellent Service'
verest terms the Catholics who in 314 West Central avenue.
Room Now Occupied by National
those states (or in any other a.ates) '
Guards Will Probably be Used
to
vote
for
man
the
most
refused
f.t
Particular people have been
For the Purpose.
because he happened to be a Proust- - REULBACH LEAOS
pleased with olumbus Meal fop
ant; and my condemnation would be
man v vears. Have you tried hem?
gymnasium,
A modern,
exactly as severe for Protestants who,
quipped with all sorts of devices for
BIG LEAGUE PITCHERS
under reversi d circumstances, refused
gymnastic work. Including hot and
to vote for a Catholic.
cola shower baths, Is now being con"In public l fe 1 am happy to say
by many of the members of
that I have known many men who He Hum tbo
Number of sidered
lodge. The large room In
Elks'
the
were
.
elected
constantly
G
and
WHITE HOUSE
utile to Ills Credit, With
rear
of
the Elks building for- the
to office in d. Billets where the great
Matlicwaon a Close Second.
merly occupied by the armory will
majority of the constituents were of
probably' be used and the addition,
a. different
religious belief. I know
New York. Nov. . 10. The official promises
one to the
to
averages
many
have
Catholics
who
for
of National league players organ ration. be a welcome
ytarf
2
209 8.
represented
St.
maln'y wn.cn was made: public today snow
constituencies
A meeting of the order will be held
Protestants, and Piotestants who Reulbach
of Chicago leading the Ir.
rooms tomorrow evehave for many years represented eon- - pitchers of the- big .league with a perr ningtho lodge
In
to the general
and
addition
MEALS AND LUNCHES
centago-omainly Catholic;
stituencles
.774, hav.na; 24 games, won
and
among the congressmen whom I know to his credit, and 7 lout.- - Mathewson routine of business and several
matters of Interest to mem- particularly well was one man of Is a close second, with a per cent of
Initiation
of five new candidates
ber.
dls-Jewish faith Who represented a
ti .771, and Brown of Chicago is third
Come in- - the eating's fine
will be held, which will be followed
1 Splendid Blankets
let In which there were hardly any with .763 per cent,.
by the usual banquet, A good time
Jews at all. All of these men by
In fielding. Brown has 1.000 to his Is be'ng planned by members and a
No fancy Price Here
Ask your dealer for a
their very existence In pol tlcal Ufa credit. Several other pitcher fielded full attendance Is requested.
They are
SA Blanket.
refute the slander you have uttered perfectly, they be.ng Weim?r of Cinaga'nst your fellow Amer.cans.
cinnati, ' Boultes of Boston . and
known the world over as
"I believe that this republic will Fromnie of St. Louis, t
,'.
CONSOLIDATED
LIQUOR COMPANY
the best and strongest, and
endure for many centuries.
Of the first basemen. Gill of PittsIf ro
blankTtUGRAPH.C MAEKtlS
the longest-wearin- g
there will doubtless be among l's burg leads in fielding with a peif.cl
Sucressors to Mellnl ft Eakln
ets made. Look for the 5 A
presidents Protectants and Catholics, record. Knabo of Philadelphia leads
and Baehecht ft Gloml
trade mark.
and very probably
at some time the second baemn i with a per cent
WHOLESALE HEALERS IV
eiu'IU-T-.
Jews. I have consistent'? tiled whllj of .99. Devlin of New York heads
Bur s 84 Bits Gink for th Stibls.
St. Louis, Xov. 10. Spelter, $4.90. president to act in rdat'on to my fel- the third basemen with .947; Tinker
LIQUORS
CIGARS
WINES
and
Buf a bh Squir for lb Sitmi.
low Americans of Catholic faith as I of Chicago the short'tops with .95S.
We handle everything In our line
We Sell Them
JjoiiU
St.
Wool.
hope that any future presl lent whj Bencher of Cincinnati and Barry if Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
St. Louis, Nov.
10.
Wool
happens to be a Catholic will act to- New York tie with perfect scores for Price List, Issued to dealers only.
changed.
ward his fellow Amerl-on- s
of Protest- left flelJcrs' honors, while Slugle of
Telephone 138
ant faith. Had I followed ary other Chicago leads the center fielders wi h
CORNER
FIRST AND COPPER.
Money Market.
New Tork,
Nov. 10. Money on
call easy, 1Q)2 per cent; prime mei. 3ocmc)mcM3mx3mcmomcmo
Canute paper, 4&4ft.
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GROSS KELLY & COMPANY

I

WHOLESALE.
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GROCERS
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COLUMBUS

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

HOTEL

Perfoiiu.,ce
Ileglna at 8 o'clock.

home; cooking
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PICTURES.
TUIer lIIel"
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"llus Army Does"
CTlno Ijc gt nd of a Ghost"
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USTRATED SONGS
Mr. C. A. IYa nk.
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Biggest Freak Show
.

on

The Metals.
New York. Nof. 10. Lead firm,
$4.37 H it 4.40; copper firm, 14ftj
14 He; allver,

4c.

Grain and I"rmLsJns.
Chicago, Nov. 10. Wheat

$1.02;

Cxty Scavenger
ttlR

HAVl US KtKCXC
CARLAl
and
Clean your lot, cesa-puOne call per week at priclet.
vate bouses 45c per month; two
calls per week, 75c per month.
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New York SttN'ks..
York, Nov. 10. Following
were closing quotations on the stock
exchange today:
Amalgamated Copper
87
Atchison
do. preferred
98
New York Central
114
Pennsylvania
119 H
117-Southern Pacific
Union Paciric
181
United States Steel
6i
do. preferred
112
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WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE

of COMMERCE
BANK
OP
1LOUQDKRQUK. N M.

Kxtends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. S150.000
OrriCERS AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA. President
S. STklCKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON. Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Baldridge,
O. E. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwt 1,

w

MvextiH-k- .

Kansas City, Nov. 10. Cattle Receipts 16,000; steady to 10c lower;
southern steers, $3.00.4.60; southern
cows, $2.00ir$.25; cows and heifers.
$2.005.25; atockers and feeders,
$!.75fr 4.60; bulls. JJ 25i 3 75; calves,
$3. 504i!7 00; western sti'ers, $3.40 4))
5.00; western cows, $2.50 5D 4.60.
Hogs Receipts 30,000; 6c to iOc
lower; hulk of Hales, $5.35 6.75;
heavy, $ r, .70 (ir 5 S 5 ; packers
anl
butchers, $5.50 5 6.8 : light, $5,004;
(.66; pigs, $3.60rt.0Q.
Sheep Receipts
7.000;
steady;
muttons, $3. SOtiv 4. 60; lambs, $4 26t
1.90; range wethurs. $3.50(f 4.75; fed
ewes, $2 iOii 4 IS

Capital ana
Surplus

United States
Depository

6.00.

Kuii'VM

First National
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

$.32V4; Jan., $9.10

S.JU.

reet

U

New

4I2 West Central Ave.

-

Nov.,

MAGNIFICENT OFFER

3

Chicago L'vestock.
Chicago, Nov. 10. Cattle Receipts
9,000; weak; 10c lower, beeves, $J..iu
07.a0; Texans, $$.50'4.65; westerns,
$3.25 (n G. 80; Htockers
and feeders.
$2 6064.55; cows and heifers, $1.60
f5.20; calves, $5,75 47.75.
Sheep Hecelpts 20,000; weak; 10c
lower; westerns, $2.504114.50; ytar-lns$4.25(?(i5.00;
lamo.
weHtern

$3.75

Plumbing and
Heating Co.

ac

Jan.. $15.92V4;

Kibs
J8.47 V,

u.

Room 4

cmi remains
juu

Pork

May,

A

sxxwwjsx)fjo4KW4osxeo

9.22V&.

GRANT BUILDING

PHONE

Corn
Oats

00.
Lard

A

Dec,

May. $1.07
1.04
Nov. and Dec., 62 Vic
Dec. 49V4c; May, 61

61Hc

Company

m

La?ge
Stock

1)4 Ncrth Second

(YXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXAXX

Pbeoe 340

Vey

J. KORBER & GO.

Earth

mong the wonders are calf
with bulldog head, Jersey cow
with two sets of udders, on?
producing from the back, bull
legs and
feet, duck
with'
with. 4 legs and 4 feet, lamb
1
1
with' head. neck, 2 bodies, 8
legs and 8 feet. For ladles as
well as gents.
To lie Seen at 312 West Con.
tral. Admission 10c.
These freaks are alive Just
the same as advertised.

t

Las Vegas'

rirtt

f

Animal
Freaks

TED

:

er

Moving Picture

co.

and

Builders'
Paiani Ntverburn
.

.

rii

Wire--

Drippin.q Pajva.

.Ji

WAGNER
HARDWiRE'GO.I
omjiK)4cJtuexusx

OSX3

Finishers'

Native and Chicago Lumber,

Sc t,ud)'

Pee.

Plaster,

J. C. BALDRIDGE

Slterwln-Wlllla-

LUne,

Ghua,

Supplies
Paint
SamIi,

None liet-Duora, Etc,

423 SOUTH FIRST

1

If--

tvbbdat, AovranKn

The

hat

is.

10,

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

Goal
$5.00
H HaWs Coal Yard

W.

FPEE BURNING

C

hCoNOMlC L

E-- N

WOULD

v

HAVE- -

PARK

FOR'IHE

NEW ATHLETIC

HIGHLANDS

rv.
OuiiimU
i

:

-I-

N

ClUB

CONVENTION

HALL

Considers PropoalMon for a An IuNtrurtor llaa Horn Heeured and
lMajgruuml for Uie Cbldren.
the Club Is Assured of Kuceeaa.

fAcift

WHAT'S THAT?
"I

J

rivs.

Kvrllici74a ArronoirW

Bowela Clogged?

then don't be surprised when your
head aches, appetite becomes poor
nd your nerves unstrung.

lump Carrtl'ot Bl ek B $' Matbratlta
8zes lor Ktuves and ''urDMces
A
v Kiadllog mud Hf.tr Ctuakt
Mllll Wiad f2.SU Loaa

The Athletic club that will have Its
Hosteler's
If the city park board has its way
In the new armory, und.--r
the people of t.ie High ai.ds will be quarters
Stomach
g.ven a paik and cniidrvn's play the auspices of tho armory board,
be a success.
The board proground, maintained by the city, lully will
Bitters
poses to install a well equipped gymas large and desirable as Robln-.oW.
In the hall and to entertain
91
nasium
lrevett
park. It. W, D. B.yan, representing club members
oy Its
at the very mode, ate
IS. Spitz, of the park board, and una
$2 a month.
enfee
This
will
of
fee
action
direct
of the most enthusiastic civic Im- title members to
the use of the gym
STUM AGE on the stomprovement workers of the city, and
and Instructions froii
ach and bowDr. Burton, of the park board, at- ! and the bathsKennedy,
W. H.
who has been
Prof.
els, thus aiding
night's
meet
tended last
of the secured by the armory board to sung; illgrwtlon
&
It
to
plans which perintend the
council and unlolded
and stimulatathletic division. Tueswill accomplish this end.
day and Friday nights will be reserving the flow of
COPPER and THIRD
The city now owns one block of ed for
a n.ght now
trio guard,
gastric Juices.
on
land
which Is and then will be r and
the Highlands,
served when tho
It Is excellent
known as the H.ghland para. The hall Is rented
Imported and Domestic Groceries and Liquors
balls and meet ngs.
for
park board urges the city to buy an- Full details of for
may
the rules
be had
Heaitbnm,
other block adjoin ng, and proposis from Major Kuppo
at the Ituppe drug
to take active steps at once toward store..
Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
j
IndlgeMlon,
an
ming
transloi
into
them
attractive
Mr. Kennedy, tho Instructor, Is alGlass or Gallon, Beer by the Bottle or Case, Family
park. Mr. Uryan said that the board ready here,
and will take charge of
Trade Solicited Satisfaction Guaranteed
had considered 'he matter very thori1B9
Immediately. His
d
and Malaria.
oughly and had gone so far'as to se- the Institution
Deas
Dame,
Try a bottle
Notre
at
instructor
cure the assistance of the government
Call, Phone or Send for Solicitor.
Phone 1029
and be
troit Athletic club, Rush Medical colforestry department. This department lege
and other Institutions of stand. ng
had sent' a Mr. Mattoon, an expert, In the
east recommend him ful.y
here and ke was ready to make plans capable
for the position. For a fee of
for a park free of cost to the city.
$3 extra Prof. Kennedy, by an arTHREE CHURCHES
The block to ke secured la owned rangement
with the armory board,
Jointly by M. P. Stamm and several will give boxing
wrestling
lesand
citizens, and is held by the owners sons. He will instruct In all other
at about I3.8A0. The park board, sports for the club at large. A large
JOINJN BAKQJET
through Mr. Bryan, agfeea to secure number of young men have already
the. remainder f the council will rai e signified their Intentions' of Jo nlng
12,260.
and
Mr. Bryan told the council
t strong d aw'ng feature Methodists, Congregational'sta
club.
telephone
preserves
The
Telephone
The
makes the
that the board had about 11,200 the
Presbyterians
Next
Will
Feast
tact
ones
will
the
of
club
be
the
that
your
lighter,
the care
duties
health, prolongs your life
leu
which It would use ln beautifying the a month the members will be treated
Thursday.
,
and protects your horn.
and the worries fewer.
ground. He said that th.s amount, he to a good live
smoker. Major Ruppe
believed, would put good so l on the said this' morning
that these wou d Next Thursday evening, In the par
ground. Install water and plant some not
persons could lors of the Methodl-- t ciirch, the con
treeB, besides sow It to grass. The securebe tffalrs where
YOU NEED A 1 ELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME
the' day before, but to gregations of the Methodist, Presbygovernment expert told Mr. Bryan be enjoy tickets
sport mu-t- ' be members ter an and Congregational chu cuss
believed that the forestry department month the
In and month out.
will unite In giving a banquet and
would furnish some trees. Part of
Neaily SJ0
musical entertainment.
0XMK3OK)KieCJOXjaK3
the ground will be leveled and equipwill be In attendance.
The banquet
ped for a playground for the boys at
will consist of evtrything from turk y
present, and pa:ktd later, when the
and cranberry sauce down to corn
school board could furnish a playbread. During the feast toasts wiL
ground.
Mr. Mattoon, the governFOR NEW ARMORY be listened to from such members a
ment expert, will be leaving the cl:y
C. E. Hodgin of tho University
(Prof.
within a couple of weeks and on this
I
of Mexico; Prof. W. D. Ster.lng. suaccount Mr. Bryan and Dr. Burton
urged the council to take immediate Program of Music and Speeches "Win perintendent of public schools of tnls
PLUMBING. HEATING, GAS AND STEAMFITTING
city; A. B. Stroup, C. O. Cushman
action.
lie Followed by Dancing
and others. Following the eiabo.ato
November 19.
Alderman Neustait. chairman of
banquet a musical program has been
Latest things in Enamel Bathroom Fixtures.
the finance committee, opposed Imand will be participated n
mediate action on the proposition beThe dedication of the new armory arranged
cause of the expenditure. The coun- will be an affair long to be remem- by Mrs. C. A. Frank, Miss L Ulan
Mrs. Roy McDonald, Miss I mo
cil has but $20,000 balance and the bered If the plans of the Armory board
West
Ave.
sudden expend ture of 2,000 or more are carried out. The ceremony will Reynolds and Attorney Cartwr ght,
would be felt perceptibly. Alderman be held on the evening of November while a recitation will be delivered
Hanlry then moved that the proposi- 19 beginning at 8 o'clock. After an by Prof. J. H. Crum of the Unlvers ty
Several selections
tion be referred to the finance com- elaborate program, consisting of mu- of New Mexico.
Congregat onal
mittee.
sic and speaking, danc.ngv will be In will be played by the
and the even ng prom s order. The chief audress of the eve- orchestra,
City Hall Wanted.
to be a moat enjoyable one.
The hard working and reliable fi- ning will be del vered by Governor
The banquet and entertainment s
nance committee was also burdened Curry, who will come here from San- In charge of three committees, one
ta
for
Adjutant
GenFe
occasion.
the
ta.n.ng
duty
with
if
the
of
ascei
tlure
From I tic foundation to the shingles on the roof, we are sellfrom each church, the chairmen of
was enough money in the cliy treas eral A. P. Tarklngton, of the New which are Dr. C. A. El'.er, Hugh Coling Building Material Cheaper than you have bought for
ury to warrant the starting of a city Mexico national guard, will come here lins and Prof. Richards. The banquit
many years. Save at least 25 per cent and
building. The movement was started from Santa Fe also to take part. The victuals are being furnished by the
by Dr. Wroth, who said that he bo affair will be under the' auspices of Ladles' Aid society of the Method st
BUILD NOW
lleve'd the city should
quit paying the armory board, consisting of Col. church, who are also giving a publ.c
rent. The ci.y has a s te at the cor- E. W. Dobson. Col. M. L. Stern. Major turkey dinner Thursday noon at the
ner of Tijeras avenue and North Sec- B Ruppe and Major J. P. fsarce. An j church parlors.
ond street, and $10,000 in the bu.ld-in- admission fee of fifty cent will be
&
fund. It also has the plans. Dr. charged for each person; th money
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Wroth proposed that the finance com- to .be expended In decorating and
mittee ascertain if a portion of the furnishing the hall and furnishing the
Alvarado.
CORXER THIRD AND MARQUETTE.
IMIOXE 8.
new building, sufficient to house the entertainment of the evening. MuC. S. Kent, San Francisco; R. E.
fire department and police court, sic for the dancing will be furnished Parker, Kenton, O.; E. Oestrl hir,
First Regiment band.
could not be erected with the money by the program
New York; C. M. Bassett, El Paso; A.
The
follows:
on hand.
Chester Beatty, New York City; J.
by
Regiment
Overture
Rand.
First
Building Inspector.
Silver Cly; E. D. Conn, New
by Captain Fletcher Cook, Suly. 11.
J. W. Shea, a new ariival from the Invocation
York;
J. Block), Sheyboygan; O. A.
' '
chaplain
Regiment.
First
of
east, was appointed
building and
Drlnkard, St Louis; K. J. Casper. N w
Dedication
by
In
Address
Commander
plumbing inspector by Mayor Lester,
A. C. Hllcke.
LOS ANGELES.
John & BtltrhcU
York; W. F. CarpenUr, Santa Fe;
Chief Geo. Curry.
and the appointment was g ven the Address
P. G. Koehn, Sheboygan; S. Brrnnc-maby
National
"Our
Guard,"
unanimous vote of the council.
St. Louis; Jas. Keely, Raton;
Col. E. C. Abbott.
NEW FVItXITCKE
TWO NEW ELEVATORS
Amendment to Health Orel nance.
Ad- - A. E. Crosty, oSuth Bend, Ind I A.
by
Presentation
of
national
NEW
NEW PLUMUIXU
colors
Ihe council amended the ordinance
Kansas City; J. E. McMahon,
Jutant General A. P. Tarklngton Hlle,
governing the fumigation of houses
Las Vegas; J. B. Porter, Lansing; Ben
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Improvements made this season
com
Lane,
D.
R.
Lieut.
and
First
.
that in the future the city phyi-1-cfor Convenience, Comfort and Safety.
manding Company G, N. O. N. M. B. Coblena, Baltimore; R. 8. Manden,
n Is to charge a fee only equal to Flag
Philadelphia; F. B. Sanford. Chicago;
the cost of the chemicals used. Mayor Bugle Raising.
W. C. Venderie, Denver; A. E. Crot.iy,
Headquarters For New Mexico
Call
"Retreat"
Lester spoke In opposition to tha "National Hymn,"
South Bend: W. H. Dearetyne, D
Regiment
First
amendment but It was carried by a
H. A. Chamberlain; W. W. Kuhn,
Electrle Cars to and from Rallwty Depots, also Beach and Mountain
Band.
unanimous vote of the council. Dr. Dedication Dance.
New York City; S. IL Shields, DenResorts, stop at our door. The Hollenbeck Hotel Cafe
Wroth said that Albuquerque
had
Is More Popular Than Ever.
ver.
been one of v ry few cities In tho
United States where people had been OPERA COMPANY HERE
Savoy.
charged a fee for the services of the
A. Richardson, Tucson; Irvln Gibcity physician in such Instance ns
son, Raton; J. B. Scott. 1 nv r; J. L.
fumlgat.ng houses In which there hud
FOR NEXT FIVE NIGHTS Jones, El Paso; R. H. Ashley, Las
been Infectious diseases. He fad
Vegas; F. Flarz, Las Vcgai; Hun not
that the city physician was paid about
Caruthers, Me!lU Park; E. C. Hart- $1,000 annually
and thought that Players Arrive This Morning and Will ke, Magdalena; Henry Albert, Lov -quite sufficient for the services renlace; W. W. Sherood. Santa Fe; J. W.
Iresent "Mikado" Tonight.
dered In that position.
Edward. Rocky Ford.
Moving Poled.
tonight, the "BoWith
"Mikado"
ALB QUKRQUE
The Postal Telegraph company was hemian Girl" tomorrow night, an 1
HEW MM.XICO
Kturge.
granted permission to move lines a.i "Carmen" on Friday night, with sev
J. It. Robertson, Denver; W. R.
follows: From Grand avenue, between eral other popular musical comedies Hill, Kansas City; P. J. Powers, El
First and Second street, to an alley- Wednesday and Saturday, wlt-- "Pin- Paso; Alejandro
Sandoval;
way In that vicinity; from South Firtt afore" as a tapering
Capital and
off piece, theatr Jno. W. Kohnus, St. Louis.
street south of Silver avenue, to the goers of Albuquerque should got
railroad
Cralgc.
themselves full of fun and music this
II. F. Meyers, Denver.
week.
These will be the bit's put on by the
AROUND IHE WORLD
"Good mornlnK. sir." sava the lady
Poston Ideal Opra company. Tin
company, twenty people strong, ar entering the studio of the famout
rived this mo.'inng, bring ng a car portrait painter. "I wlih to engage
ON
SAYINGS
ALLOWED
INTEREST
DEPOSITS
FOR HF1Y CENTS load of special tcenerv and cotunvs.
you to paint my portrait."
Velvet and tiruil. w'ln Lparkllng song
"I shall be delighted, midam."
pretty and
"I want it painted with my new
and graceful dancing,
Prenl) urian lidiea I'lun Novel Ku-- t shapely young ladles, thnuld make the hat on."
company a go 1 drawing card. . The
"Pardon me, madam, but I am not
rtalnniciit for Next Week. Burgess brothers and Mr. Walters, a landscape artist." Life.
2
ESTABLISHED 1873
"OLD RELIABLE."
who will appear in leading
roles
The ladies of the Presbyterian among the men, are not strangers
There was blood on the floor and a
church are planning a novel and In- - hero. They were at the Cas'no last man's body, stark and cold, one httJ
b ruetive enie. ra'nm. nt for Thursday
season and have been coming to Al clutrhing a revolver, reposed In fro it
evening, November 19. The feature buquerque for several years, growing
of the bureau. A note. In the writing
of the evening will be an Imaginary In popularity with each
.
of the deceased, re'ated a s o y of
trip around the world, for the min.-mu- The ticket sale for tonight's perform- cherished hopes unattalned.
charge of fifty cents. Six coun- ance has been large.
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
tries will be represented at six differWhen Katherlne Elklns takes uo
ent homes, which will be handsomely
For the bet work on snirt waists her residence In Rome will she do
and
Mucharacteristically
decorated.
patronize Ilubhs Laundry Co.
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries id
as the Romans doT
sic and refreshments symbolic of the
the Southwest
represented country w.ll be provided
at each residence.
The countries represented will be
AND
as follows: America at the home of
Mrs. Walter a. Hope, 815 West CopRAILROAD AVENUE
per avenue; Japan at the home of
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Mrs. R. W. D. Bryan, 880 Park avenue; Ireland at Mrs. W. H. Barney",
808 Park avenue; Germany mt Mrs.
cmcmnmnmomcmomcmcmomomomo m
W. H. Hahn's, 814 West Central ave.
nue; Scotland, at the home of Mrs.
tieorge Amot, 1012 West Central ave-an- ,!
.Af. I s at Mr. Frank Acker- BUtn'a, 1X11 West Central avenue.
,
,1,. iu musu al
will asi
In the entertainment. Among
the
RGOMS a ANO S HARNETT BLDO.
singers are Mrs. Charles A. Prank,
Mrs. Koy McDonald, Mrs. Hugh Col-in1 1
Mirs' Lill an El wood, Miss Ions
You will like it.
2 to 5 p. m.
Hoars, 9
a. m.
7 to 8 p. m.
is of great
value.
Reynolds, and Others- :

Callvp

Mmario--

n

All

Phone

H. HAHNCO.

Montezuma Grocery

JsZkft
ijflzSZ&

con-tlwtl- on

BETTER

'

THAN

I

BUILT.
N0T'

Liquor Co.

g&dl&A

aiu have (Jst.received a

rec-Or-

Full Line.

'

Prices from

$15.00
UPWARDS

,

ALBERT FABER

Convenience - Comfort - Security

?

I

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

J. H. COX,

The Plumber

Aim to

Cheerfully

Please

Refunded

See Our Excellent Stock of

d,

706

Phone 1020

..

'Money

We

Central

Harness

ALL THE WAY UP

Rio Grande Material

AND

O

11

oaaaies

Lap

Lumber Co.

1

and Horse

Robes

Blankets

RAABE & M AUGER
115 NORTH FIRST STREET

Hardware and Ranch Supplies

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

n,

FlKE-I'ltOOFIN- G

MONTEZUMA

TRUST

rizona

I

rair

PHOEMX
NOV. 9 to 14

CO.

I

Surplus, $100,000

right-or-wa-

L.

THE

0. PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

FARM

y.

GROCER

re

RATES Albuquerque to Phoenix $17 85 for the round
trip. Tickets on sale Nov. 8 to 14 inclusive. Fit a' return'
lim t Nov. 16. Call at ticket office for detail information
and programs.

T. E. Purdy, Agent
ELKS' THEATER

i
s,

It

j

wheat $1.90 per bandrrd.
4
W. Fee,
&
I'liou
IVewt

603-SO-

Fir.

Fill

K.

l.

nutritive

Pleasing to the taste and most wholesome.

prent
Fraxffrom
As
29 wotfr

H. H.

WHEAT FLAKE

Dr. Charles
A.
Frank
Phystclsn and Surgeon
tore

9 0 8

appi-arance-

FREIGHT WAGONS

rrtr.ovar

1

Tuesday, Nov, 17
Original Production direct

run In Chicago

THE ROYAL CHEF
With the Original Dijf CaH Including

Wm. ll, CONLEY
I.

u

uOPeoyJe
i

BEAT
(

40
A

liauiiful...OlrU

1 1 Bniv

and THE

BROILERS

) Song Hits

'ALB Ol'ENB BATUllOAV,' NOVEMBER.

PRICES

20 Fun Makers

. a
M
or uric niai
unfimy
mpienaar

75c

&I.OO

14

AT MATSON 8

$1

QO

i

tlok

TUFBDAT,

tax.

ment, the latter oelng more econom-ka- l velocity In the trunk sewer, It w II aide district and two-thirfull for
certain quantity of manufacturing
In opeiailng and giving belter be necessary to drop tho main outlet the west aide ulstrlct. The outfall W
d wastes. No storm water or rain
n
In
carry
sewer
river,
the
below water level
has been des sned to
the
water Is allowed to enter the sew- results.
the order to obtain a steeper grade, and maximum rate, or IS 810,000 gallons
Ihe question of disposing ofpresers.
per
sewage
two-thiby
sewage
day
wme mechanthen lift the
at Albuquerque at tho
when flowing
full.
Second "Combined" system. The
not a ser ous one, as It ical device up to or a lltt.e above the
It Is not now contemplated to build
combined system of sewerage Is In- ent time Is
disK.o
a
system
can
complete
discharged
Into the
be
river level; so that it
for this quant. tj
wage can be
tended to take all domestic
r.vcr near the present outlet, charged free Into the river at about of sewage,, but to so design the outai d more or less of the storm water uiandu
y
cl
to
the
high water.
fall end trunk lines, that this maxicausing a nuisance
accumulating on the area being sew- withoutanyone
upon trie river below
This can be done by having one mum rate of flow per day can be
ered. This system requires large sew .fT tocity.
central iltting Matron, and bringing taken care of. when the time comet
era, In order to provide for the uda n the
It
Should
become necessary to Win trunk sewer lu it, at a low levei, to complete the system, without redownpour of rain, which often ocnt n .itting the sewage but once. Or t building or undoing any of the work
curs In a shott space of time. This adopt some method of trta mrecom.an be budt in two or moie sections proposed for present needs.
system Is much mora expensive 'o tne future, the woik herein
to
will
readily
Itself
adapt
In the west side district It la only
mended
with automat. c l.fis ut frequent
system,
as
build than the sepaiate
Intended, for the present, to provide
such new conditions without any seriand tne sewage finally
It require larger seweis, with catch-bat.general Ky.itcm.
at the name station, but having pumping and lifting machinery tor a
at frequent Intervals, to Inter- ous change in tne
Itconiiiiuciiilatloiin.
a smaller I ft. where it can be rais, d max. mum flow of S. 730,000 gallons
Makes Exhaustive Statement cept the sand and forego, mater.ala
per day, or for a population of about
coming from the streets.
After a earelul s.udy and consid- and discharge d. The former project 15 000,
as additions to this part of
your locality,
Covering the Subject ThorThird The "double" systorn. This eration of the various prob.ems en seems bent adapted for
g the system can be readily made as
system Inoiudes the bui.dmg of two nuntered ,n your city, it Is recom- owing to the greater expense of build-n- the How Increases,
oughly for the Council.
and opcrul.ng the automatic lift
systems, ono for sewnge only, and one mended that you adopt the separat.
Automatic Sewer lulls.
take cure of tae accumulating fiow
for storm water. While this system .a system of sewage fur the ent re city, iO
Two methods of lifting sewage austorm wuta of sewage, much of It having to be
with
thought
to be the most expendvj, it supplemented
t s not always tho case, for the reason jia.iiS wheiv and when necessary. raised tf veral times.
tomatically
have betn considered.
Or. J arm II. Wroth, chairman
'Ihe hubsoil on the west side con-Is- ts First by compressed air, and second,
tae tewrr commlltpe, at lost nlglif that the separate system f.rst aboy.: Also, that for the present you adopt
4
clay,
adobe
feet
of
pressure
uf about
by water
from the street
as 'ciudo dispos
meeting of the city council made a mentioned can be built with una I tho method known
mains. The first mentioned method
laid at a depth to take house al,' having a gcmral ou.let In the oi low which is 4found a medium gra
personal report ' announcing t'.ie ar- sewers,
in
an
thickness,
of
feet
J has been In use for several years,
sand about
drainage
the storm wat r Klo Grande river nar tne pren n.
rival of the expert report of Samujl dra.ns can while
cos .hen a finer grade of sand, mixed while the latter, or hydraulic lift. Is
of
Plans
and
estimates
outlet.
less
a
much
laid
at
bo
Gray . of. Providence, H. I., on
depth to take the water from the ave been made in accordance with with wnter; the water table vary!, g a more recent invention
ewer system for the city of
from 7 to 9 feet below the surface
the above recommendations.
(or ejector)
The compressed-air-llf- t
roof water and oth.-street
Nine copies of the repo:t surface surfaces,
sys Of the ground.
separate
alng
tho
recommend.
In
not
dra.nage.
Again,
It
first mentioned method, s made
the
wert laid on the council chamber ta- ways necesta.y to lay a storm drain tem of sewemge for your adopt! n,
plan
wevt
proposed
The
for the
cast Iron, having a chamber of
ble, ene for each alderman, with the in all loca.ities where a tan ta.y sew- eons.de ration has been given to the aldu district is to co.lect all the sew- of
suitable capacity into which the sew- age
Instructions that each member thor- er Is required.
to
be built age flows from a given d strict by
at the pumping stutlon
it is neces- question of economy In building and
oughly acquaint himself with the con- sary to pump the Where
operating.
Another question which at Second utreet and Trumbull avenue gravity. When this chamber Is filled
sewage,
disn
tents of the report before the next pose of it by some method orof totreat- aas considerable bearing on the sub
t
feet Into tne with sewage to a certain height, a
nd lifting It about
meeting night bo as to be able 10 ment;
Is generally conceded the ject Is the mean annual ralntall of outfall sewer proposed In connection floaf opens a valve, allowing the air
it
repo
t
reject
or
adopt
the
either
.vith the east ide district.
separate system, or the double syj-te- only about 7V4 Incnes.
from the main distributing pipe to
hci It Is introduced formaily. Sev-prThe route proposed for the trunk enter the chamber under pressure,
While, if the combined system were
is the best method to adopt, as
expansive maps showing stieets n
the combined system there Is al- adopted, the cost of pumping the Ine or intercepting upsewer Is from forcing the sewage out into the upalley, elevations and manutactui Ing ways
pumping atat.on
Second street per level.
When the chamber la
or less storm water that storm water from the west ido dis the
institutions form an Important part hag to morecared
in addition to the trict would bo very large. It wou d ,o Eridge street; out Bridge street to emptied, the float closes the valve and
for,
be
Incomprehenslve
report
The
of the
Third street; and up Th.rJ street to the process Is repenti d. One advanbe necessary to provide extra ma
sewage,
the cost of maintaincondition of these maps, because of ing and making
operating tho latter much chinery to take care of the maximum Cromwell avenue; and out Cromwell tage afforded by the air UTts U th it
why
the
reason
one
also,
was
their
rainfall, wh.ch preva.ls during about avenuo to Fourth street; then up mere is very nine mecnanism 10 wear
council took no action in the matter more than the former.
three months of the year. This extra ourth street to stover avenue, where or get out of order, and they have
DlHpnaal.
MrtlHHta
of
Scwafrc
Hanley
sa'd
night.
Alderman
last"
the been In use for several years, giving
machinery, however, would have to a secondary trunk I ne from
Among the different methods of
that he did not want to adopt the reIdle for the balance of the year. Twelfth street sub district will con- good satisfaction.
port until he knew what he was vot- disposing of sewage the follow ng may stand
Furthermore, the sewers would have nect with the ma n sewer in Fourtn
The byaraulic-lif- t
la constructed
ing for.
be mentioned as the principal ones: to be designed of sufficient s.e to street. From Stover avenue the ma n
wlia a cnamuer bored and litlea with
alwas
bill,
Gray's
of It.ii2.75
Mr.
First, crude disposal.
i any the maximum quantity of water line will continuo up Fourth street to
a plunger, into wniuh the sewage
Hecond, broad Irrigation,
lowed by the council with very little
and sewage when the greatest rains Mountain road.
similar to the air ejector;- and
Third, Intermittent flllra Ion.
Mr. Learnard fa d that
hesitation.
This plan will give a trunk tine flows
'of
occurred;
and
balance
the
the
for
when lnleo, a Uimi opens a valve auFourth, septic tank treatment.
he understood that the repoit was
time the sewers would not have suf sewer in Fourth street and one in tomatically, allowing the water from
to be made for U.000. Dr. Wroth
Fifth, chemical prec pltat.on.
ficient water to keep them clean. Twelfth street, both' of which are the street mains unuer the reservoir
explained that the ' contract was
The above methods are subject to Therefore, it Is my op.nion that bet- centtully located for draining tne ter- pressure
to now Into a cyl.ndur titled
expenses.
$1,000 and
combinations and variation.
ter results can be obtained by build- ritory on either side, tirades are deThis ing a separate system for the sewage, signed that will give three feet ve- with a piston, directly connected with
disposal."
Mr. Gray, in his report, has divided
First "Crude
the plunger, but of much smaller
the city into dlstr cts. He estimates method consists in the discharging of and such other system of storm water locity In the trunk sewers.
urea. The water pressure acting on
that a system for the east fide dis- sewage into tidal water or some large drains as may be necessary, to Klvu
The average depth of the newer In the piston,
forces tne ptunger uowu
west sld stream having ample flow to prop you relief In those portions of the Fourth street wl l be about 13 feet,
trict will cost $49,302;
Into the chamber, thereby causing a
$103,127: a pumping plant. $14,100, erly dilute the sewage so that it will city where it Is most needed.
from the 'pump ng station to Stover displacement,
torclng the sewage out
and a set of hydraulic ejectors, $14.-35- not cause a nuisance, to the pubUc
All the sewage from that portion of avenue, and a depth of about 10 feet
height.
When the
making a total for the sew
or to Individuals. Th s method is the city east of Broadway and Arno from Stover avenue to Mountuin road. at the desired
chamber is emptied the VJlve closes,
ystem, without provision for storm sometimes called "dliut on," and
eldo On the Twelfth street line the depth letting
street, referred to as tho
n the cylinder es
the waie-waters, of $180,087. To this he adds oftentimes practiced, a: d even some district, can be taken to the gineial wl.l be about 10 feet to Cen.ral ave cape
into the sewer. Tneso hydraul.C- 10 per cent for contingencies and in- times when the dlluti n Is not
nue,
9
In
to
depth
and
about
gravity.
slope
feet
by
the
of
The
outlet
llfts are fitted with p. stuns anu pluncidentals, not including Interest,
to give good results.
ground toward the river is sufficient Mountain road
gers,
require mote or leas atmaking a grand total of
is a to give good grades for an Intercept
Second
"Broad irrigation"
It will be impracticable to build all tention,which
keep
in good
orucr
Mr. Gray estimates that a method whereby the sewage U taken ing sewer.
the lateral sewers on grades that will working inorder. toAs theythem
havo been
storm water system will cost $55.-13- to largo tracts of land and there used
produce
velocity,
without
feet
sewers
designing
three
the
for
In
trunk
t rue
bringing the cost of en adequate for irrigating grow.ng crops. ThU general system it Is thought bent lo increasing the depth of the trunk n u,m: only a uumpaia, vely snort comto make accurate
ystem up to $154, 101. 90. lis report method requires an ample area upon nciude some additional area outside lines; or by providing an automatic It Is
parisons as to tne.r durability, but
follows:
which to turn the sewage; for in Urn
the city limits on the north, and east, lift for laterals, where the length Is they will undoubtedly perform the
Providence, K. I., Oct. 19. 190S.
of rains the growing crops do not
too
Buuh
to
y
grades
as
render
the
which will, without doubt, eventual
r. James H. Wroth, and M ss:s. P.
tho water, and y t tho sewage become a part of the city. Tho area small to givo the required velocity. work in a satisfactory
The firat cot of Indian. ng the compHanley und John Keavcn, Sewerage flow must be taken care of in tho wet on the north side Includes the Ind.un K. titer of these methods would mean
lifts will be much greater
Commission, Albuquerque, N. M.
season as well as the dry. If an am- school, Ihe sewage from which tho much additional cost in bui.ding and ressed-air
Installation of tho hydraulic-lift- s
Gentlemen: Having been requ Bled ple quantity of suitable, land can b; city U under obl.gation to care for.
operating thu system. Tnese lateral than the
for thu reason that it w.li bu
by you to design a sewerage system secured within rasonable d Blanco ff
sewers can, however, be kept clean by necessary
Propowd (System.
to include in tho Installafor your city, 1 beg have to pre nt th outlet, so that the sewage cni beexpenditure
cost
on
first
It is proposed to build an outfall a much less
power, air compressors
tho following report, together w th taken there by gravity, this method sewer In Second utreet, from the rivr with the use of the automatic flush tion, steam
air p. pes for conveying air trom
M map of the city, showing the pro
of disposal Is sometimes cJesliable; but to Trumbull avenue, of sufficient ca- tanks, built on the upper end of t le and
while
posed drainage ana included in thi If the sewago has to be pumped to ir pacity to take the sewage from the lateral sewers, where the grades are the- power plant to the ejectors; power
tho
sewerage
and the location f rigation fields tho expense is gem ral- entire city. This outfall tiewer wl I Insufficient to otherwise uccompl.sh with the hydraulic plant,
for operating the lilts can oe taken
the main trunk newers, branches an I ly too great to be cens dred.
have It invert nt the lower end, at tho desired results.
directly
from the water mains and at
Ulteration" levation 150, or h'gh water in the
laterals and uther appurtenance, and
Third "Intermittent
There nre a few places on Fourth very much
less expense. Tho cost of
also estimates of cost.
is a method of disposing of the sew- river.
to
where,
street
it will be nicessary
operating
latter, with tho present
the
age through sand, either In natural
ITrxcnt ContlitioiiN.
Install aatoknattc lilts on the lateral price or water,
Hnst Side District.
will also b'e much
The' city of Albuquerque now has a j or artificial beds; the effluent f.on
sewers, narrudy, at New York avenue,
For the east side disti l, t the trunk Marble avenuo and Mountain road; more economical than the use of
mall system of sewers, aggregating the filters being allowed to flow oft
air with the necessary attendabout seven miles, the sewers varying into tho streams' or water courses line from the outfall sewer will fol- also one will be required at Crom- ance. Therefore,
hydr-uul.methtne
to
avenue
through
Trumbull
low
diIn
to
very
purities
size
thoroughly
from
.' iu
This method
well avenue and
st.eet, to bring od is recommended.the
alley
Broad
and
street
John
between
through the
discharge
ameter,
which
is
and
considered most
and
tho sewage from the lower end ,f
'
lnuiipuiK l'lant.
one outlet Into the Rio Grande rl.er effective. These filter beds require way; through the alley and Lew s the town, between L'rondway and Ihe
The proposed plan contemplates
up
to
roadway
to
Broadway;
avenue
f
city.
southerly
Th's
side
the
of
on the
considerable attention In order to
west
Into
district.
thu
side
railroad
oulldlng a suitable pumping station,
ystem is faulty In construction and keep them from clogging, it beinrf Ca. field avenue; in tno loiter to the
ieanl ty of Sewuice.
with screen and pump wells, in Sec..of Insufficient capacity to permit fur- neces.-arto rake the kludge from the alley between Broadway and Arno
Tho quant. ty of aewa.e that should ond
street, near Trumbull avenue,
following
street;
alley
to
Iron
this
below
la
outlet
ther extension. The
surface of the beds at frequent interbe provided for U generally based up anu Installing two centrifugal elec
Censtreet;
to
avenue
and
Arno
then
in
tho river, vals, the sludge being mually dls
the surface of the water
on thu water consumption.
As no
pumps, each capable of ra.slng
tit Us ordinary stage, causing a slug- posed of by plowing In. 1 his method tral avenue and the alley next east, definite rocord.si of the water con- tric
3,000 gallons per minute, or of a sufgish flow In the main sewer nearly s practiced where cond.tior.s will per- and up. this uliy to Grand avenue. sumption arc available for Albuquerficient capacity to take caru of the
lis entire length.
mit and where a h Kh degree of pur This trunk line will intercept and dis- que, it will be neces-arto base 't maximum
How of vewugo from 15.01)0
charge by gravity at the outfall all upon the oxper.ence of other
At tho time of my visit to Alou-- , lty is required in the effluent.
cities
people, together
with the lnd.an
qaerque this summer the new era n
Fourth "Septic tank treatment.' the sewage coming in from the east, of a similar character.
manufacturing wastes and
of a small area
given by yoor school.
the business part of the city. In the This method consists In allow. ng the with the exception
From
information
water. This station should be
sewage to pass n!o y t'l rough large inside the city limits north of Grand city engineer, it is bel.eved that the ground
, lower ground, were filled with sewtoof ample size to permit additions to
age, duo In part to the sluggish flow settling tanks, in n,
a manner us avenue, which natura ly drains
averages
consumption
water
about
north and weat. The grades 200 gnllorm per capita p r day; but the pumping machinery in the fuat the outlet, consequently It waa Im- that tho xol.ds are pr. c.p.tati d to th wards tho
ture, as the system is extended and
possible to make a thorough exam- bottom; a thick scum being formed of the sewer are such as will give in all probab lity about one-huof the tlow increases.
ination nt the sewers at that time.
on the top of the tank, where the or- velocities of at least i feet per secthis quantity Is used for irrigation
This pumping station to be locatod
The present sewers, rspec ally the ganic matters are attacked by baa ond.
purposes, leaving
100
gallons per
sewers can readily bo built capita per day as the amount of wa- in Second street, near Trumbell avetrunk lines, are laid with very flut terla, broken up and la geiy d In Branch
the avenues running east and west, ter used for domestic purposes. This nue so that a more direct flow can
grades, which give low velocity of stroyed. The effluent flows off at the
and lateral sewers In tho alleys run- quantity will form the bass of esti- be ma.ntu.lned, thereby avoiding the
flow in the sewers. In some Instances lower end of the tank niar tbo u.
angles and short turns, were the stadepressions occur In the main trunk face of the water, where It can be ning north and south.
mating the aver ago flow to be tion located
on auutllng property;
Tho grade rLseg so rap'd'y on the provided for.
line, some of which may be due to further purified, either by intorm t
there la very little call for
-- its having nettled since it was built; tent Alteration through
or ly east side In some cases that sewers
Thu flow of sow age fluctuates very and
keeping this street open to. its full
genera ly passing it through sprinklers on.o may be required In some of the materially
consequently the sewer
dur:ng tlio twenty-fou- r
it was
nave become partially filled with so-- Id beds made of coar.-- e broken stone i r streets running north and south, to hours, being much more In the fore- width below Trumbell avenue,It In
thuught best to locate
tho
matters.
Aftor the tcmpoia y gravel. This latter methoJ If care take the drainage from the buildings noon than in tiie latter part of the also
street. It need not,, however, block
pumping plant at the outfall, new fully practiced should remove from on the upper or easterly side of thu day; therefore, It is neces-urpro- to
street, otherwise the sewer In the al- v.de for a greater rato of flow than the entire h ghwuy. as there will be
peing, built, la In operation, the conB0 to 95 per cent of the organic mat
ample room on cither sldo of the
ditions should very materially im- tera in sewage. If done, howiver, by ley on the upper side of the buid-In- g thu average.
for ordinary traffic. Hut, If
would have to be very deep, to
prove. "
I havo In this case estimated a f.ow station
the former method, that Is, by inter
are objections to this locat.on,
The present system was designed rnlltent Alteration, or filteiing tie take the drainage at the rear of the of 50 per cent in exci 8i of tne aver- there
station can be readily adapted to
age, to allow for these fluctuations; athebite
for domestic sewage on'y. ttorm wa eff.ueut through sand, greater purity dwellings.
at one side of the street on
In the east side district or,
The
subsoil
':
mat
being
excluded;
y
but
proper
managed.
result,
the
if
should
jewcrs
capacity
the
should
a
li'r
,
private property.
's composed largely of sand and grav- to carry at the rate ufhave
newer on the west side take in a
precipitation.
"Chemical
Fifth
not
less than
Kstiinates were made of the cost of
amount
certain
of nvaunfaturlng This method allows the sewage t el and is free from ground wa'er at 150 gallons per capita for twenty-fou- r pumping
the sewage from the west
waste and more or less grounJ flow Into comp iratively large tanks the depth which the sewers will be
hours.
tilde district by steam power and also
water, as well as the sewage fr.m the with certain chemicals aided to th laid, which is favorable to the cost
calculating the size of sewers, 40 by electricity.
In
It was found that
sewage just previous to .la entering of building sewera in this district.
people per acre have been assumed
Indian school.
wth the present prices it would be
We.t Side D'strlct.
Albuquerque, naturally, cm be ad the tanks. These cheml als usual y
as the ultimate uensity of population much
mote economical to pump by
vantageously divided Into two dl tin t oml.st;ng of me, sulphate of alum
to be provided for.
On this basis. electricity.
In the west side dl trlct the condiwould, however,
sewer districts. That portion of t'u tna of salt of Iron, ci. use more n tions are found to be quite different the 1 800 acres contained within and , ttdvi8able to Itnave a dupl.cate decbe
city lying on the west side of the leas of the solids to pr cl Itate to the from those prevailing on tho east adjacent to the city limits, would trie plant located in some convenient
Pe tracks la low and with v ry bottom of the tank, while the liqu d side. The ground Is nearly level, hav- g ve an ultimate population of 72 000 part of the city to operate the pumps,
.nU
little grade, while that portion local d above f.ows off into
ohd y t ink ing only a Blight rls'ng grade from people; what, at 150 gallons per cap- tit case any accident occurred to the
on the east aide
of the ra lroad, for further preclplta ion; aft r whil south to north of about ore In a ita, makes a rate of 10,800.000 gal- electrical works.
known' as tho "Highlands." La in It flows off to tidevater or me o h thousand, and an average of about 14 lons of sewage per twenty-fou- r
hours.
Tin) Old System.
A certain quantity of ground wathigher . ground, with rapidly rU'n it watercourse. Th s m th 'd mual f"et abov hlg'i water In the rlvr.
In designing a new system of sewone-way
sewers
er
o
will Und Its
Into the
'y remove" a''iut
Trades towards the east.
n'f of the
With these conditions It 's Impracti
ers, considerable study has been giv.
ganlc matter In th s
In considering a complete syst'-rcable to bul'd a evver svstem having when they are laid below the water er to retaining as much of the old
It
sewerage
city,
your
is
principally
pr
ad
Kvel
case
be
d
it
as wl.l
for
the
not praet C nt the
of
ent t me t' 19 outlet above h'gh water, a"d witii
system as is consistent, in
connecvlsable to bake advantage of these the extent that It wa" some yeirs g ade8 that wi'l give su'tl ient veloj-It'- on the west s de. To allow for this, tion with the new one. its
r
g
a
two
provision
tlow
a
is made
s to te
ri
for
of
to t ie
conditions and corui.ler the
igo, ow
to keep the sew "is
It was found practically impossiti;c
n
i
B ik
t ie
ng sreund water e iual to 1,000 000 gal ble to make any use of thu main
tlons of the city s'parntely,
d r'v' d
t"iarIn order to obtain a s If c'
rVi
1,
per
square
report,
ar
per
or
lons
dcrgnited
will be
day,
mile
this
trunk line in Third street, from
S20 000 gallons per d.y in the west Cromvve;,
the cant eldo and the wct side disavt.nUl. to Ll,aj avenuu. Tne
jrroviatricts.
sine uihu ili ui 1,101 Bi rrs.
old sewers laid under the railroad
Becoming
a
a
be
should
motlvr
enIs
on
300
000
gallons
The urea contained within the
also male fir
in Cromwell avenue and Lead
source of i iy, hut the suffering per day from the Indian scho,,l, In- tracks
tire city limits Is approximately 1 60 i
avenue have been retained, for the
l.v'ng
n
A
acres.
tract of 300 acres
incident to the ordeal iru.!.es cluding liquid wastes from Industrial purpose of bringing the sewage from
the west side, aljonlng the river, is
its anticipatimi ore of dread. ;!.iii:r; or a tot:'! iln! y average tl w the low ground on the east side betoo low to bo cone'dered in a sewer
the rate of 100 gallons per caplM,
Mother's Friend is the onlv ferri- at
and Broadway Into
ur 3,3:0.()00 gallons when the city tween the s railroad
proposition at the present time.
west
thu
de system. Thu old sewer
1
ed
of
which
women
relieves
B.TKtcinit tif 8cw'ru!t
11
In Lead avenue is cut off at Arno
"itch of the min of mnternitv: k"c, ur, at, lit? niHKiiriurii rule "i
: In d!scHlpg the sewerage propoa o e
ireei. an l Mi- s- a'o
1),
gnl-2
may
cap
gallons
1
iiis hour, dreaded is woman s severest trial, is not only maJj less painbo well to cili at'en'io
per
000
ta, or 12
sition It
is taken into the high level
this
street
ns per day. No allowance has been .ntercepter.
to some of the various systems of ful, but danger is 4 voided by its use. Those wlo u .e this remedy are
sewerage, aa well at none of tle no longer despondent or
nii.ie for ground wuter on the east
street
The old sewer in
gloomy;
nervousness,
nausea
and
distress
other
sewage.
dispu.-ale, ns it is
now In
Sieved thi re will not been retained, from Second
l
method of
the alley north
ing
conaiiions
are
overcome,
be any material
from this of Lead avenue
lnllow
TT
use
Blate avenue.
to
source.
There are thre g neial go terns of
Above this point, the sewer Is so
It k always advisable to provide near
t.. werano In uv, which are known a
...w w.
v. IIU II U WUI 111 Bl I V
surface of the ground thst
for wine contingencies In the capac- it hadthebetter
the "separate" "teni. the "coinliln its weight in g id," say nuny
be abandon, d.
It Is
ity
Irregu"
of a system .to allow for
.
d" nysteni and the "d mbli
Intercept
wno
Second
nave
proposed
to
use
the
!t.
T-I
T
iTvV
TT
"H(,p:i-at1
system lit
larities In the rate of flow; an in this street sewer at Tijeras,
First The
Marquette,
case the s. wers are designed to tlow
only dojKiWorago Is intended to tak
one-hafull when carrying the maximestic sewaKo from dwellings, lioteU
mum calculated quantity for the eat
nd oilier placet of habitation, and a
(Continued on Page Srron.)
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Washington
She la a
functions.
splendidly put up girl, five feet eight
Inches tall, and gracefully slender.
Miss Elklns makes very few close
friends, but those whom she does
love she Is very loyal to, members
of her family
say. . Miss Rosalie
O'Brien daughter of former Supreme
Court Justice Morgan J. O'Brien of
New York, and Miss MarJnrle Oould.
daughter of Oeorie J. O.iuld, are
friends. Ml O'Brien has visited at Elklns this fall .
This week Miss Elkins broke her
seclusion by pouring tea for her
grandfather,
whllo he and
his
younger daughter, Mrs. Arthur Lee
The World and Her Italian of Washington, entertained the nurses
from the perfectly equipped Davis
Prince Lover Await a Word hospital. But although everyone was
thinking In terms of Italian royalty,
From the American Girl.
no one dared broach the Interesting
subject. Miss Elklns poured tea and
was as serene as If the vexed quesElklns, W. Va., Nov.
10. Miss tion that has kept so many people
Katherlne Elklns la thinking It over. guessing for nearly a year never had
oeen.
Seiure from Intrusion In
moun-

SISS

CLASSIFIED ADS

ELKIfJS IS

1111WIT
OVER

They Reach More People Daily Than You Can See In a Month

PERSONAL FHOPRRTT LOANS

WANTED

MONEY to LOAN

Two tinners at one. Mcintosh Hardware company, Albs- qnerque, N. M.
On Farnlture, Pianos, Organs, BoraWiNTEU
lJuiy living alona wishes s', Wagons
and other chattels, also
lady roomef; one employed pren SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE
ferred. Pleasant room w.th modas low
111 and
ern convenience, lira. Rutherford, high as tlt. Loansas are
quickly
17 B. Broadway.
made and strictly private. Time
Young man wisiies Pot- One month to one year given. Goods
WANXKU
ion nursing or attendant on in- remain In your possession. Oar rates
valid. Address No. 114 Occidental are reasonable. Call and see as be
fore borrowing.
Bid.
"
tiovt. suTHE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WANTED Help, by U.
teamster,
iter party; a Chainman, Navajo); Steamship tickets te and from al
parts of th world.
cook and Interpreter tfor
Rooms t and I, Grant Bldg
none but first class men wanted.
101 tt West Central Avenue.
See J. O. Kent. 301 3. 2nd St Ca
PRIVATE OFFICES
t and p. m.
Open Evenings.
WANTED buccesa Maiin requires
the aervlces of a man In AlbuquerAGENTS
que to look after expiring subscriptions and to secure new business bv
means of special methods unusual- WANTED Agents to sell newly patposition permanent;
ly effective;
ented rapid selling household specialty for manufacturers; great deprefer- one with experience, but
would consider any applicant with
mand with large profits. Address
- good natural qualifications; salary
Manufacturer,
P. O. Box 1701,
opPittsburg, Pa.
commission
per
day, with
(1.10
R
references,
tion. Address, with
AOENTsS
Are you an agentT Do you
Success
room
C. Peacock,
want to be an agent? Do yon want
Bids;..
New York.
Magazine
to make money In your spare time,
or get Into a permanent buslnas.T
WANTED We have a few more vaSend for free copy of this month's
cancies for honest, energetic mn
to sell a general Un. of groceries
"Thomas Agent." Read about new
agency propositions, new plan and
to farmers, stockmen and all laige
unnecen- Experience
sure moneymaklng pointers and exconsumers.
periences of thousands of successsary; no Investment; exclusive ter
ful agents.
rltory; commissions advanced;
If already an ageut,
goods are guaranteed to comply
state what you are now telling. Ad.
dress tod l V, Thomu Agent. 191
with all pure food laws. This la the
Wayne Ave., Dayton. Ohio.
grocery salesman's harvest season,
as well as the farmer's; exceptional
Write today for paropportunity.
FOR SALE
Co .
John Sexton
ticulars.
wholesale grocers, ake and FrankFOR SALE Turkey roosters. 121 S.
lin street!". Chicago.
Thjrd. J. Uorradalle.
FOR
SALE Transient
hotel and
SALESMEN
rooming house. Box 44.
XK SALE A fine Hardman piano,
111 0.00 MOTOR CYCLE or horse and
good as new, beautiful tone.
A
buggy furnished our men for travchance to possess an Instrument of
eling and 185.00 Der month and ex
penses, to take orders for the
unexcelled mske at Just half what
It la worth.
On exhibit at Whit-son- 's
greatest portrait house In the world.
Music Store. 114 South SecTou will receive, postpaid, a beauond street, Albuquerque.
of oil
tiful 11x10 reproduction
painting In answer to this ad. White 'OB SALE Underwood typewriter,
II. Chicago.
tf
lit. Mlllett Studio.
WANTED 600 experienced talesmen FOR SALE A .4$ calibre Colt's revolver, slightly used. 8., Cltlxen
of good address at once to sell
office.
Mexican lands; big commissions;
our best men are mak'ng $500 o fOR SALE Mil ton &.
everybody buys
11,000 a month;
trotter, fast and stylish. Also three
land. Mexican West Coast Comyoung Jersey cows. 1411 So. Bwy.
pany. Kansas City. Mo.
Geo. A. Blake.
WANTED Salesmen for guaranteed, FOR SALE Heavy work team, wagused automobiles. All prices. Cars
on and harness, I good milch cows
rebuilt and guaranteed like new by
and a heifer. Inquire at Citizen
High
commissions
manufacturers.
office.
Great opportunity. Auto. Clearing
10
hone
House, 140 Michigan Ave., Chicago. FOR SALE Extracted
pounds for 11.00; 10-lcan for
WANTEDCapable sales man to cov$5.00.
Order by postal of W. P.
er New Mexico with staple line.
Allen, P. O. box 201, Albuquerque,
High commissions, with $100.00
N. M.
monthly advance. Permanent position to right man. Jess H. Smith FOR SALE 131 lambs In good
About five miles north of
Co.. Detroit. Mich
AleCorralea, near Rio Grsnde.
SALESMEN Interested in Foal Card
jandro
Sandoval,
M.
N.
Sandoval,
new
offer.
our
line,
for
write
aide
Telephone or call.
Free sample outfit, highest commissions. We manufacture comLOST
FOUND
plete line of albums, stands, rard
views. Continental Art Co., S$l W.
FOUND The swellest hat In the city
Monroe St.. Chicago.
for the least money. Madam Steward-SALESMEN Experienced In any line
Lamb.
212 S. 2nd St
to eell general trade In New Mexico.
LOST In downtown section, TuesAn unexcelled specialty proposition
day evening, lady's open-face- d
gold
Commission with $15.0) weekly
watch, engraved on back and also
advance for expenses. The Contion fob, initials "M. E. G." Return
nental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
to this office. Reward.
Experienced, to sell our
SALESMAN
line cakes and candy specialties to
MALE HELP
the retail grocery trade In Albuquerque and adjoining territory.
Lowest prices; hlghe.it quality; libWANTED
Traveling salesmen and
eral commission contract; exclusive
general agents. Write and we will
Roaer-RunkComterritory. The
explain how we pay from 185.00 to
pany, Kenton. Ohio.
$150.00 per month and traveling expenses. No canvassing necessary.
WANTED We have a few more vaWe need men In every section of
cancies for honest, energetic men
to sell a general line of groceries to
the United States. Write now befarmers, stockmen and all large
fore it is too late. R. D. Martel,
unnecesExperience
consumers.
Chicago, 111. Dept. 73.
sary; no Investment; exclusive territory; commissions advanced; our
Felt slippers, either plain or with
goods are guaranteed to comply fur trimming, for
Men, Women and
with all pure food laws. This is children. They are the celebrated
the srrocery salesman's harvest sea- Dolgeville make and unequalled for
son as well as the farmer's; exfep-tlondainty looks, good wear and solid
opportunity.
Write today comfort. C. May's shoe store.
114
John Sexton
for particulars.
West Central avenue.
Co., wholesale grocers. Lake and
Franklin streets. Chicago,
TO CURE A COLP IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Rooms
tablets. Druggists refund money If
It falls to cure.
E. W. GROVE'S
ave-nHOTEL CRAIGE, 118 W. Silver
signature Is on each box. 25c
Nicely furnished rooms, steam
heat, batlm and nil conveniences.
The reason we Go c onucn ROUGH
l
wtM'klr rate.
DRY work Is becaus we do It right
firRENTThree rurnlxhed flats, cud at the price yoo can not afford te
two three rooms, $20.00; one two
it done at home.
rooms, $11.60. Electric lights, bath,
IM"I HUl l,AHDKl.
large yard, desirable location. EnIt is not wnat you pay tor advertisquire at Albright Art Studio, 1I1H
ing but what advertising
PA Th
Horth Third street.
that makes It valuable. ,Our
KENT Furnished rooms, steam YOU, era
V.
lowest for squal eervlee.
heat. Orand Central Hotel, corner rates
Ind St. and Central Ave.
Kay wood Hot Springs water was
aarded ft rait priite at the territorial
FOR RENT
fair.
WANTED

1

-

It.

r

con-dltlo- n.

and

le

al

Furnished

oi

HiM-rla-

't'

FOR RENT A.nlre large store room,
It is not what you pay for adveralso some nicely furnished rooms tising but what advertising
PATS
App'y YOl
for light housekeeping.
makes it valuable. Our
that
pnran.
514 West rvntral Ave. rates are lowest for equal service.
Mrs.
Mind Your RuHlncas!
Diabetes, eczema, gall stones, JaunIf you don't nobody will. It Is your dice and rheumatism positively cured
business to keep out of all the trou- at Faywood Hot Springs.
ble you can end you can and will
ae.p out oi uvr na uuwei irouDiei 0ur
U per- and eunar
lf you take Dr. King's New Life Pills. fert. Our "IMHIIOTO work
FINISH- - H
They keep biliousness, malaria and , ,he proper thing. We lead others
Jaundice nut of your system, lie at (wiiow.
all druggists.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
,

PHYSICIANS

Truth and
Qaatttjr

OHITEO

STATES

.

IKE

TO

appeal to the
in iverv
walk of life and ara essential to permanent
success and croilitalilc standing Accor
(ngly It is not claimed thnt Syrup of Figt
ml Elixir of Senna it the only remedy of
mown value, but one of many reason
why it is the best of personal and family
laxatives is the f.ut that it cleanses,
iweetcns and relieves the internal organs
on which it acta without any debilitating
after elTects and without having to increase
the quantity from time to time.
d

All

EXHIBIT
CovcrnmenfsPldnsforSeatHe
Exposition Will be Prac
tical and Unique.

It acts pleasantly
naturally and
truly as a laxative, mid its component
parte are known to and approved bj
physicians, as it is free from all objectionable substances. To get its. beneficial
effects always purchase tho genuine
manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co., only, and for Kile by all leading drug-tints-.

10. The',' United
Seattle, ' Nov.
States government will have not only
tne largest exhib.t at the Alaska-Yu- the
Physician and Bargee.
exposition wblch opens
tain fastnesses of her secluded West
here June 1. 108. but It will tie Iks
Highland Of Or
10 South Waliea Virginia home, tliu queenly daughter
most unique upon the grounds. "'la
rtrect. Pbon 1030.
of Senator Stephen D. Elklns Is defact it will be In aiany respects,',
bating
the
muiiiinioiu quest. on
most unique exhibit. on ever taada, kg
DBS. BHOXSON A B RON SON
whether she shall become the Caththe government' The' last Congress
olic Duchess d'Abruui or rcma.n
appropriated HOMO for the par-pos- e.
Homeopathic Physicians and Sargeosw all powerful "Lady Katherlne" the
of
The commissioners appelated
the large American Protestant prln-c- i
are men who have been cennortea
Over Yann's Drag Hon
ty that beur her name.
every
government exhibit )n re
with
Of Bee 28; Residence loot.
be prohibitive at khe present time.
While this
d
and
cent years. They determined upon
slip of an American girl Is
t is uiiurrniuvu inai juasi uopper ona thlnr rlirhf mi rhj atari , w
A. G. SJJORT1.K, M. IX
avenuev rw-aimlessly galloping day after day
been abandoned M a, should be something new
! a
over the autumn-tinge- d
UBCU
hills or nestT V
Practical benefit.
Heretofore the
cluslvely for diverting the storm wat - - government
ling unconcerned w.th a book In he.
Practice Limited to Tuberculosis.
h
er accumulations at the. upper end with tnaklrrg-- a k...
favorite window nook- ' overlooking
thtr varrta
Hoars 10 to IS and I to L
of and north of Central avenue, and features of the
tht valley, the Elklns family, the dip.a.i.m i
Telephone
discharging it into the acequia near how Uncle Sam iloes usineM.
lomatic clrchb In
, the
t
"7M
Rooms S,
and 10. State NationM Duo d'Aruzzl, fourth In the Ital.an
uroadway.
(Continued from Iage Bis.)
collections and display prepared fW I
Hank Block.
royal line of succession, the king of
To prevent. In as far as possible, the Ohlraira WnrM'i fntr in i.
Itslj and the nations of the civilised Koma.
damages from these storms ' have been the nucleus for - ensalng
Fruit end New York avenues, further,eccur
world are waiting on one little word by building
In the foothills on t'e expositions and the
whrh
eommtiKlnnra
new
In
ave
sewers
these
from her.
east. It Is AUfrgestcd tnat a trench be ' realised that exposition vls.lom were
nues.
Will she say MYes?' Or, will sh
' excval,,d in the vicinity of H 11, getting tired of the same old things, t
The sewer In s'.th
say "No?"
entire length" "'"
frm ttbUt Ql4 aven,, """th- - Accordingly th, y have' planned
DR. H. L. SHARP
re tainea
lu
DaHenry
Gassaway
Veterinary Surgeon.
vis, maternal grandfather
of Miss and
(Registered)
0n m"tnt
e r end of
Z,
old sewer by extending
.l I...i Ii V KPPnilslA
Office Phones Nob. 191 and 711. Of- Elklns, proudly summed It up this the same the
Law
thlti tttntlArn nnmiiMi
to the new sewer in Iron where the w torm water
way:
referred to tremendou8,y interested In forestry,
fice. Ill John Street. Home. Ill
avenue; and it Is also propdsed to
very
"Tea,
Is
Interesting
sita
it
or W irrigation,
S. Broadway. Phone 1141.
d
farming and
-'
uation. You see It's the f.rst time Intercept the Sixth street sewer at
j vrov.
Albuquerque, N. M.
.
agricultural methods, fisner- - '
Marquette, Roma and Fruit ins river.
toe suggestion of the marriage of an
Not having any topographical eur- - lea and everything connected with taa
American girl with a member of a avenues.
veys of this section of the city. It Is deep sea," It Is proposed to treat
the t
system
In
royal
the
old
all,
In
family
are.
there
been
has
DENTISTS
made. But
Impossible to submit any plans, or
named departments fion-- a
Katherlne will not say- anything Including branc hes and lat. ral sew- make any reliable estimates of the above
stand-poin- t,
to glvo desa- - '
ers, about 4
miles which have cost of such a proposition. It Is now educational
about It yet. She's a stand-rlght-onstratlons of practical methods, to
DR. J. E. CRAFT
girl, U Katherlne.'
brought
Into
retained
been
the understood that your city engineer Is show pictures of actual conditions,
and
No one knows better than the old new system.
at .work on this same topographical nr by means of a
Dental Surgery.
tj tesh
gentleman whose pet .the 'spirited
While these lateral sewers are a I
land illustrate. Thus the man who
la
girl has always been. Whether it of ample capacity, they are not in all mPprevent
To
flooding
tho
north
at
interested
S.
in
Rooms 1 and
irrigation, and hortlcnl- Harnett Battling was a prize dog or a fine horse, or cases laid on very good grades;
temporary
end,
but
already
have
dikes
ture
will
Over O'ltlelly's Drug Store
the best prac lees d a-millions that she wanted, he has al- by placing flush tanks at tho upper been built beyond the city limits on played byrindmodels,
Appointments marie by Mad.
pictures add
ways succumbed to her will.
many
sewers,
they
of
these
enda
of
north,
to
hold
the
back
flood
the
charts,
and
actual workings by
Plume 144.
JUrs. Elklns was equally lndeflnltte can be kept in good condlt.on.
waters for the time, which waters bioscope. Ho will learn how to the
as to what her daughter will do.
have been designed for naturally flood the property above pare the land, how to run his ditch-a- ll
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. S.
"Just as soon as there Is anything
intersections, and for changes in the dike. The owners of the prop- - es, how to plant and care for his
1
definite to give out
will give
of the gewei. j erty flooded have raised objections trees, how to spray them, how ,t
Office bonra, ft a. m. to 11:S0 p. aa, she said. "Now there is not. It It.'Is alignment and g adodesigned
"
Flush tanks are also
for ths to this scheme, but It occurs to me pick and pack the fruit.
1:10 to ft p. m.
as
not
If this were a political mat- upper ends of ail the long lines of to suggest that sluice gates could be
Every department will carry out
ter or a social matter, to be ln lateral sewers.
j provided In these dikes, to allow the this
practical work. The exhibits
Appointments made by snail
fluenced by outside circumstances.
water to escape slowly and In such will be even more ' comprehensive
Manufacturing Wastes.
UC West Central A venae. Phone 4H It Is purely a. private, matter of my
erloU8 tnttn h0n t other expositions. Bv- The waste water from the wool- -' m7
. tl " W 'd .i 1
daughter's"
m prupen, erytnmg win be or interest. Thera
1
scourlng
plant
Mills
at
Woolen
the
And Elklns Is quite as indefinite.
or to the city.
NURSES
wllr be opportunities for the lawvar.
So Is Washington
while the Italian now run Into the sewer with but very
To provide relief from storm water the missionary, the farmer the lasedimentation;
little
of
result
the
press Is clamoring that the prime
in
business district on the west borer, the seaman, the lumberman,
Confinement Cases cared for. Cabinet minister, demand an answer In the which Is, to cause deposits of clay sidethethat
Is, the area between First the manufacturer, the economist, the
sewtheroby
clogging
substance,
the
Bath. Salt Glow, Hot Fomentaname of the king or declare the
unu oevenin streets ana joai inn n- - politician, the exporter and Importer,
ers
preventing
a
flow.
free
and
tion. Massage, at residence,
whole thing off.'
Jeras avenues It Is proposed to build
stockman, the artist, tha tearhar.
To obviate this trouble. It is recom- an Independent storm water system, the
mrs. c. j. p.
But why should-thipetted child
these
and scores of other professions.
wash-watsubS09 North Sixth Street.
be
of good fortune hurry to accept even mended that this
using Seventh street for an Intercept- trades and business lines will find '
Phone, 828.
a dukedom with the crown of a jected to at least not less than eight ing line.
something
to Interest them and show
queen In prospect? No princess In hours sedimentation, before It Is alThe general trend of the ground them improved methods.
V.
m
fairy tale or feudal times ever had lowed to run off Into the sewer. This on the west side Is gradually sloping
a
"'
government
The
oe
exhibit
will
LAWYERS
a realm more of her own. And no can be done by building larger tanks from the north towards the river; shown in five great exhibition nal- - i
wash-watprincess of even oriental despotism through whirh the
must and taking advantage of this fact, a aces; the main building, the Alaska
R. W. D. BRYAN
ever had a stronger "I will" or "I pass before it reaches the sewers.
main drain Is proposed in Seventh building, the Hawaiian aid Philip- - r'v
won't."
The estimated cost of the sanitary street, from Coal avenue to Tijeras pines building the Fisheries building
Attorney at Law
The Elklns home, Halllohurst, u system which It Is proposed to build avenue with branch lines extending and the lecture and bioscope hall.'Tho
long, towering mansion, built on the for present needs. Is practically 1200,. easterly In the avenues to First street, five will be arranged In an attractive
Office First National Bank BaOdln- ibrow of the West Virginian mountain 000, which embraces
The outlet for this system will bo ronm-cteabout 14.8
group at the head
the
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
when Katherlne E k na wore braid-- , miles of new sewers, and with the 4.4 into the river at the nearest point. I great central Court of Honor, of
form-woudominates the valley that blossomed miles of the old laterals reserved,
can be no ob- - .'ing the crowning feature of the bulld- state
that
there
E. W. DOBSON
with life at the magic touch of the makes about 19.1 miles In all.
jecuons to aiscnarg.ng me storm wai- - trig scheme. Work Is abont to be- Eiklns-Davl- s
wand. The Davis home,
Before attempting to build the pro- or Into the river above the county gin on these buildings and the comAttorney at Law.
a magnificent yellow stone pile, rises posed newer system, careful survey bridge.
missioners, who are now In Seattle,
in the same spacloaa grounds a li
The. rate of rainfall Is assumed at state emphatically that the butldlnn
should bo made, detail drawings pre
Office, Cromwell Block.
to the left. And from the broad Im- pared, and also contracts and spec! one Inch per hour, and the drains for will be ready for erhlhlts within
five
AJbaq.nera.ae, N. M.
posing colonial porches of both, as tlcatlons drawn up. For, by so doing th,B district have been designed on months. Thai TJnels Bam will in
far as the eye can reach, and much you will save much money In tho cost this basis, using the customary for tlngly and extensively represented Is
further, stretches the panorama of of construction.
IRA M, BOND
mulu and
assured.
activities resultant on their coming.
It is estimated that the storm watExposition .Notes.
Water
Storm
Drain.
The city of Elklns. built better than
Attorney at
er system as designed for the busiDuring the enrly part of June. 10,'
The mean annual rainfall for Albu- ness district will cost about 155,000,
other West Virginia towns, lies in querque,
as shown by the records ob- in addition to the copt of the sewer-ug- e the Western Bowling congress will be
Every enterprise there
Penatoaa, Land Patents Copy wilglisa, the center.
held In Seattle, and the local bowltained
the University of New
from
name
or
Elklns,
system.
bears
Davis
the
of
Caveats, Letter Pate', Trade
ers are making great . preparations
Mexico, Is 7.44 Inches; but the recgreat
or
report
business
plan,
a
The
lumber
both.
Accompanying
is
this
,
Marks, Claims.
so far do not give any Informa- copied from the lithograph map of for the event. At least
M P Street, N. W Washington, D. C the coal yards and coal lands, the ords
bowlers will attend taking, ad- -,
Western Maryland railroad, the hos- tion relative to the intensity or the your city, showing the proposed !o vantage
of the reduced rates to the
maximum rate for a given time; but cullon of the main and lateral sewers,
(Presbypital, the leading church
Exposition.
THOS. K. D. MADDIBON
terian), the banks, the hotels, the from information available, and from manholes, tlunh tanks, automutic lifts
The
Brotherhood .will,
hcspital, even the laundry and thu personal oDservainin on tne grounu. and vamvinK station.
Also a white hold Its Fraternal
1809 encampment of the unl- A tome at Law.
it Is my opinion that a rate of one prnt, showing the proposed storm
Inbrewer, all represent Davls-ElklInch of rainfall per hour, at certain watur drains In the business district; form rank In Seattle and plans are
vestments.
being made to establish the camp
Office 117 West Gold Ave.
"When we came here IS years ai0 seitHons of the year. Is not Infrequent, also a sketch of the proposed pump- upon the
grounds of the
nnd that when storm water drains ing plant nnd a set of grade sheets,
there was only a cross-roa.l- s
and
Exposition. About 3,0
they
are
capuelty
a
should
built
have
there,"
showing
shop
Is
It
down
In
said
ets
blacksmith
which
tr
the
LAWYERS
men will be quartered In the tents.
Senator Davis as he waved bis hand to tako care of the water due to such proposed to build sewers for the presThe railroads have made their first
ent, and on which the estimates are announcement
toward the wide veranda. It was an ruin fulls.
JOHN W. WILSON
of rates to the
For thu improved portion of the based.
eloiiucnt exposition of whut the
Exposition In Sea
city
ordinary
powerful
side,
on
of
like
Democrat
cast
the
OiHt.
the
IVtinuttes of
Attorney at Law.
attle.
Next summer a fifty dollar
Senator Davis, candidate for vice- - rainfall for tho present can be taken
The estimates of cost have been round-trip
from Duluth. St. Paul,
years ago, and his cure of in the gutters at tho
president
k
prepared upon the basis of prices Minneapolis.rateSioux
City, Omaha. St.
Albaqaerqne, N. 14. Republican four
Bank Bldg.
do when
can
or
discharging
acequia
secured
into
from
the
manufacturers
the
and Kansas City to the North
(Referee In Bankruptcy)
might go one near Broadway. Whenever you pro- dealers of all materials, and upon the Joseph
combined.
Elections
Pacific coast will be In effect from
Office Phone MIX.
way or the other. Their party was pose to grade and pave the streets market price of labor prevailing In May
25 to September SO, good until
always In power.
In this section of the city It would the city at the present time.
October II.
ARCHITLCT
Katherlne Is the youngest of Mr. net in best to lay a storm water drain
Theso estimates are believed ample
anil Mrs. Elkins' five children,
all to a depth of from 4 to 6 feet below to cover tho cost of a system of sew- tonThehasnavy department at Washingnotified the officials of the
T. W. SPENCER
the rest men, P'phcn, Jr.. Davis, the surface of the street, In the uve-nu- erage nnd drainage as designed for Alaska-Yukon
Pacific
Exposition
Richard and Blaine. And she has
running east and west, letting present construction.
squadron will be at
that
always been a comrade with them. It discharge. Into the acequia above
In closing I wish to express ray Seattlethe onPacific
the opening day of the
loved horses so she loved mentioned. To Httempt to convey all appreciation of the assistance render1. 1909.
till Booth Walter Street. Phone ftU They
The fleet
horses. They loved dogs so she has the storm water to the river by means ed me by the committee and his exposition June huge
armored cru's-era fin kennel of her own, consisting of underground drains would neces- honor the mayor. Also to Mr. J. N. consists of the
California.
Colorado, Maryland,
of Irish setters, pointers, bulldogn. sarily be very expensive, and as the flladdltig, your city eng nei r for his Pennsylvania, South
INSURANCE
Dakota, Tennesfox terriers and King Charles span- acequlu must be maintained fur par
In preparing data for see. Washington,
West Virginia and
iel, all pedigreed.
Uespectfully submitted,
B. A. SLEYSTER
ties having prior rights, the storm my use.
the
modern
protected
cruisers,
St.
Miss Elklii
S. M. CRAY,
has eight
hunters water may well be, taken Into it. It
I.ouls and Milwaukee, with smaller '
Consulting Engineer.
and riding horses. ".Signet " her fa Is recommended that, in tho near fu
Insurance. Real Estate. Notary
vessels.
vorite, has taken rups In New York, ture, some plan f ir straightening and
Public.
The National Association of EnBoston, Philadelphia and Ilaltlmnrft. covering the acequia be made In the
Ilalr Dresner and Chlropodlat
gine and Motor Boat manufacturers
Mirk of the barns on the West compart part of the city, to prevent,
11 and 14, Cromwell Block..
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors
have enthusiastically
endorsed the
Virginia estate Is a hurdle ground. a.--i far as posttible, the contamination
Jim tqera.no. N. ML Phonn 111
the Alvsrado and next door t proposed exhibit of motor and power
flowing
In
Hiienda
Miss
It
through
wuter
often
There
Klkins
her of the
Sturgea' Cafe. Is prepared to give ho.ita at the
mornings t'tlnlng her Jumpers. On the city, and also the possible use of thorough scalp treatment,,
A. E. WALKER
do hair Kxposltl n In Seattle next summer.
election day her brothers all home the annul as an open sewer.
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Motor boat races will be held at vato vote, helped her break two colta
Heavy local rainfalls occur occaIngrown nails, fibs gives massage rious periods during the exposition
to the high Jumps.
sionally In the foothills where th treatment and manlcaiin '.
Hn the Inland waters of Puget Sound
Is
Shi
hunting
large
is
drainage
are.
fond
are
cxtet.of
is
and
alu
and
Batablnl's own preparation of com- making uo
Mntoal Building
race courso. Ric h
good shot.
porous,
absorbing
a
slvely
the greater plexion cream builds
the skin and will also bo held on Lake WashingtlT Went Central A venae.
Every day "Lady Katherlne" goes portion of the downpour. There are. Improves tho complexion,
and
Is 12 miles long and on
ton
which
down from her feudal heights Into however, tltne.s when the ground will guaranteed not ts Da tajaiiona.
the shores of which are located the
Watched Fifteen Years.
the town to get her mall. Khe always nut absorb all the storm water, and also prepares tair lode
exfnsltlon grounds.
"For fifteen years I have watched wears
plain dark habit or shirt nt xuch tlni' the surplus Hows down and prevents dJAarasT aa4 fcair carat
fall-in- ;;
the working of Bucklen's Arnica waist and skirt. Very often she ix through the city, carrying much sand
- j
S twar;
t
o.WODMEX OF THE WORLD
Salve; and it has never failed to cure hat ess.
ami gravel with it. and doing consid- removss tssles,
e
MEET EVERY FRIDAY
any sore, boil, ulcer or burn to which
Everyone In the town knows her erable damage. Ktnrnm occurring In kaU'. For any blemish ofez.ixri.imtm
face
ths
Me
Every Friday Evening
It was applied. It has saved us many and children never scream or run the foothills further north
have at call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
a doctor bill," says A. F. Hardy, of when they see her horse rearing and times sent down large volumes of
at S fttmrp.
FOREST IN ELKS' THEATER
East Wilton, Maine. 25c t all drug- dancing on Its hind legs. They know water from that source, doing more
Kick HeartacTa-- ,
m
gists.
m. r.
she can handle It as wnll as they or less damage by washing sand and
This distressing disease results from
E. VP. Moore. C.
could a kitten.
gravel onto the streets. These unus- disordered condition of the stom- D. K. Phillip, rvwk.
SuocroMful edvertbtng nrrrns a
Who is not at all fonu of town life uany severe siorms occur only at In-- 1 ach. and can be
cured by taking
9I West Lesd Avsasa.
prosperous butfuem. The Ctttaea
though "her standing right up." as frequent Intervals, and therefore to Chamberlain's Somach
and
Liver
VISITING SOVRRKiaNS WEL-iwatiuea all class re.
her grandfather phrases It, always provide storm drains for the removal Tablets. Oet a free sample at any
COMK.
wakes her a conspicuous figure at of these excessive dow npours would J drug store and try It.

solomon l. nrnTox,

m.

d.
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MALOY'S YNIZG

DO TOUR ETES TROUBLE Y0U f

sfesWEST

OOur

Central AveJ)

PERSONAL,
PARAGRAPHS
Iniurs In the Occidental Lift.
Fresh lobsters at the San Joss

ket.
Dr.
In the
Our
Come
Phone
The
dinner
noon.

$3.00 to $5.00
$2.00 to $3.50
$3.50 to $5.00
$1.50 to $3.50
$2.50 to $3.00
$2.00 to $3 50
.10 to $3.50
$.00 to $2.75

..........

:

,

Mid Season

Millinery

We are .now showing some very pretty things in
Beaver, Furs and Silk Hats, that are worthy of .your,
inspection
We are keeping our stock up to the high mark set at
the beginning of the season. We have something for
every taste and to fit every purse.

208 S.

LUTZ
MISS
2nd St.

Phone"832

Round Oak Heaters
Barter Oil Stoves
Monarch Ranges
;
ALL GUARANTEED

,
1

Mar-

W. H. Anderson of El Paso Is

city.

IS. 00

coai 3klns them all.
and see IU Aztec Fuel .
C-j-

til.

beet meal of the year. Turkey
Methodist ladles, Thursday

M. H. Dearstyne, a paper salesman
of Denver, Colo., Is In the city calling on the trade.
Madam Bteward-Lam- b
would like
to quote prices to ladies desiring; dress
hats. 212 South Second street.
After an Illness of short durat on
Dr. R. L. Rice Is again able to be
about and attending to his patients.
Dr. Hermann Von Schcnck Is a visitor In the city from St Louis, Mo.,
and will remain here for a few days.
E. C. Hartke of the department of
animal Industry, of Magdalena, N. M .
Is In the city, a guest at the Savuy
hotel.
Fre.sh lobsters at the San Jose Market.
W. R. Hill, representing the Barton Brothers Shoe company of St.
Louis, is expected In the city this
evening.
Is offering
Madam Steward-Lam- b
h'r entire line of trimmed hats tit
grently reduced prices.
212 South
Second street.
Once a year turkey dinner Ladles1
Aid society M. E. church, Thursday
noon and 7 o'clock.
There will be a meeting of the
Benevolent society tomorrow arternoon at 2 o'clock sharp at
the office of F. W. Clancy.
Miss Richardson of Chicago, Interior decorator and furnisher, will be
at the Alvarado hotel on Wednesday.
November li. Orders aolle'ted.
J. E. McMahon arrived In the el'y
last evening from Las Vegas. Mr.
McMahon Is trainmaster for the New
Mexico division of the Santa Fe.
Did you get any $5.00 coal at thl
time last year 7 Patronise the people
who made the price. Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 151.
F. P. Cover and H nry A liert, two
prominent sheep men of Lovelnre, N.
M
who have been In the city for
the past week, left for thoir homes
this morning.
A turkey d'nner by tlie SfMhodlst
Indie. You know tlie rest. Tliursluy
noon and 7 oVIock; 50 cents.
Rev. Salvadore 1. Perono, s. J., of
Las Vegas, superior of the Soclely
of Jesus, arrived In the city last evening for a short visit
Rev. John Gass, field missionary of
the Presbyterian church, has return d
.

J. L. BELL CO.

U5-U- 7

S. First St.

Whitney Company

V.FLEM NTS

AND

FARM

.

,

hand-color-

Want ads printed

will bring

rfnli.

ed

tn the Cltlaes

Our work Is RIGHT In every
partment. Hubhs Laundry Co.

Thomas Carlyle said: "It Is a man's
duty to have books; a little library
growing larger and larger every year
Is an honorable part of a young man's
history." Show me the men who are
progressing In the world and I, will
warrant they read good literature.
Have you noticed the book display
In our window this week? When you
do, here are a few suggestions:
' Webster's Imperial, Slieep, Indexed,

This 5torc to the Imm

v

Copyright 190

Rmi IckMfiMr it Mats

art Sduffair

Simon Stem

114 S. Fourth St

It Is right up to date and a most
excellent edition.
Set of Julius Whit comb lUley, 11
vols., cloth, $8.60.
This set is worth anywhere lit. 50.
but these were bought at a bargain.
CM'ta of Shakespeare,
several different editions liamlsome, 13 vols.,
Coclilneal leather binding, In leather
boiiiul Sox.

at

$12.00.

$4.o.

Then we have the Personal Edition,

I

Phone your order

Cal

X

fully Guaraneed

Dutches Trousers, loc for a button,
$i.oq for a rip in the scat or a new pair. $1.75 to $4

S. BEA VEN
ouih first srreer

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

?

days en route, everv one fresh when
you get them, fit to bo. I, fit to take
raw ind relished by tin? rick and t'ne
well.
Freah express shipments ex-

Lumber. Glass, Cement and Rex Fiintkot

First and Marquette

pected next Thursday and Saturday.
Price, 4 0c per dozen.
THE MAZ1.
Wm. K'fke, lr'pr.
SU South Firt Jilrret.

DUKE CITY
HATTERS

AND

CLEANERS

o

Clothes Cleaned by the
VACl'OI METHOD.
No Gasol'ne Used.

:j

E
E

For That
:I
Fruit Cake
t
I

KOL.

PENJ.M'lN,

Phone 234

122 S. Second

KJKA

I

S-

ynaj

11TE TAGONS

In

iwxyl

If so, see
Went Hold avenue,
nil RngllHh.

of

I

to ltd

J. P. Patsnrr.
bpeaks

TELEPHONE 07

Wmtt

Highland Cleaning Parlor
Cleaning,

we will buy and pay a roauoaable ttpol
cash price. .

-.

AlbuqutrQutt

Smlv tgO

I
I

rtsttf

Avt.

uc lon and

Ct.

Albuquerque.

STABLE

N.

U,

N.

M-

-

Yoar Cred't is Good
;

C. M AH ARAM
Clothe your' family on

$1 00

per wsek

91 e W. Ctntrsl Av:

Pressing

and Repairing
Goods Called for and Delivered

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Club Members $2.00 per Month

Edgar
Phone

Stkl-mquibt-

M2U

,

Prop.
V01

E.

Cenlral

ALBUQUERQUE N. M.

At.

and
B. II. Briggs & Co.

Baltimore

GENERAL AUCTIONEERING
We guarantee the Highest Prices? or

Sllvr 4vao0 ,

Albuquerqu0,

of Nuts

205 South First Street

Strawberries

Hpauh

WITH
JU-J-

Sf

Ucst wheat $1.90 per hundred.
E.
W. Fee, 603-008. First. Phone IB.

;

NUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
W.J. PATTERSON

All Kinds

SKINNER'S

GROCERY

Office 11)04 Fe

LIVERY AND BOARUINti

Raisins

lurrants

A.

RICHELIEU

8, O. WEILLKR,
DAVID WBILLER.

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery

CO.

New Citron
New Orange Peel
New Lemon Peel

b--

It. P. IIM.L, Proprietor.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts (or
Buildings.
Iron and Brass Catlings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings.
Repair of Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
foundry East hide of llullroad Tracks.
Albuquerque, N. M.

l

Stunner's
Grocery

:i

CURIOS

K

Roofing

Albuqoerqoe, New Mrxtco

sanitary Z
The only
and mod. rn cleaning esiablixn- X
mint In the sJUthwmt.

NOTICE Ol' KALE.

Albnquerqus Foundry and Machine Works

w--

1

Phone 4

SAM KEE

UJIAJUJUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUOO

!

JOHN
002

don't you think that the stale eggs
that you used came rtu high? We
rpcelved a supply of frenh Kansas
ranch eggs this mornlnj (Tuesday),
selected, strictly fresh stork, thre

Are

t

I

still have '
some of that nice

and

FRANK TROTTER, Prop.

I

oSrminr"

The Pair Is Over

special, at

cloth,

Same Edition,

a oKDeoeoeosK3eoexwsXDsx)er5o

(Formerly 312 V. Central)

if

Man.

$00.

FOH 8 ALE De.k; light English
quartered oak, flat top, 31x60 tnc.
eg; chair to match. 10 Orant build-

Subscribe for The CIHsen today.

typsj

Any man who wants
to he and look exceptionally well dressed
ought to come here for
these clothes.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

de-

e;

of line garments; and we
sell them.

15 vols., cloth, at $8.50.
This set is a bargain. It sells regularly
tryat 22.60 by subscription. Pub.
Co.
Leroy A. Setzinger, aged 26 year, lished by Doubleday. Page A you
will
In addition to the above
died last evening at his home In the
Highlands. Mr. Setzingor came to this find a handsome assortment of ChristIn
padded
leathpity about three months aRO from mas editions, bound
limp leather, and numerous other
Blue Springs, Neb., to which pla'ie er
his body will be shipped for Inter- dainty books and valuable sets of
ment. The body will be shipped to- books that appeal to a bonk lover.
STRONG'S nOOK TTOUE,
morrow by French & Lowber, and will
Phone 1104. Next door to P. O.
be accompanied by the father and
mother of the deceased, who recently
ECO TALK IIY THE MAZE,
came to this city.
If you buy a dozen of cold storage
There will be an entire change of eggs, commonly called case eggs, for
moving pictures at the rink tonlgh', 35c, and throw out a fourth of them,

consisting of "The Army Dogs,"
"Lady Tiller foiled" nnd "The Legend
of a Ghost,'! the latter being a
fllm.v.almoBt as celebrated as
the "Pearl Fisher" shown last week.
On tomorrows ..(Wednesday)
night
there will be a "Fowl Race" at the
rink. This Js the most amusing attraction the management has yet at:
tempted and will be uproariously
funny. Don't miss It.

ready-mad-

they're the highest

BOOKS

GREAT

Back Combs and Barettes

$3 00

119 VV.Gold

elsewhere)

PHONE 72

HAIR GOODS

z

L WASHBURN

Kuch clothes aa these
are practically uoknnwn

The Parisian Beauty Parlors

H

CLOTHES IN THE
WORLD. ALL THESE FACTS WE
TELL YOU IN SQUARENESS.
IT IS DISTINCTLY WORTH YOUR
WHILE TO TRY.

E.

you'ra impressed witb
the distin tion of st.le,
the elegance of finih,
the eorrectneas of fit.

MALOY'S

SANEST-MAD- E

Mallory Derby,

J

M

2

STEI.-BLOC-

.

ma
ious drinker of coffee.

Marx
Clothes

&

CpnTT

YOU CAN BE FITTED PROPERLY
AND SATISFACTORILY IN
8MART CLOTHES, WHETHER YOU TRY Oii A BUSINESS
SUIT, A RAIN COAT OR AN OVERCOAT.
WE CARRY ALL VARIETHE3W
BELIEVE
WE
TIES.
CLOTHES ARE THE BEST AND

'

Hart
Schaffner

High Grade Coffee
thers is no cop to clear and fragrant.
The aroma pleases the most fastid-

E-VL-

JUST THIS WAY

-

to Albuqueqie from Lnguna, where
he spent Sunday conducting services.
Mrs. Stanley MrKee and daughter,
Mbw Anna McKew, of Los Angeles,
are guests tit the home of Mr. and
Mrs.
Thompson of North
L.
It.
Twelfth street.
There will be a regular meeting of
the Woman's Relief Corps tomorrow
afternoon a 2:30 at Red Men hall
By order of the
president.
Sadl
Bowdlch, secretary.
Superintendent Reuben C. Perry of
the local United States Indian school
left last night for a business trip
through Arizona. He will visit at
Phoenix some time.
Special communlcat'on of Temple
lodgo No. 6, A. F. and A. M.. this
evening at 8 o'elpek. Work in the
E. A: degree. Visiting Masons welcome. By order of the W. M. Frank
H. Moore, secretary.
The San Jose Market Is now receiving fresh elams shipped from Virginia In Seal.shlpt carriers, thus all
their original flavor and freshness is
retained Juat as they come from the
aheil. Trice, 25c pir pint.
There will b ea meeting of the officers ' and directors of the Young
Men's Republican club tonight at the
hall, 118 West Silver avenue, Bui-nes- s
of Importance Is to be considered.
Get ready for tho grand masquerade ball given by the ladled lodge, D.
O. H., November 26, In the Elks' ball
room. Only persons of good moral
character will be admitted. Admission 60 centH.
W. B. Strong and daughter passed
through tho city from Belolt, Wis,
en route to their winter home in Pasadena, Calif., whore they w.H spend
several months. Mr. Strong was formerly the president of the Santa Fe
Railroad crtmpany and Is well known
throughout this section of the coun-

1

rVe Put It Up To You
f!

H'

Whereas Lenn Manriell did iledii'
to the undersigned
twen y
220 West Gold Arninr.
shares of stock of tho Lon Mande
Phone 4 4 6.
Cp.,' a corporation,
Just received a large shipment. Haven't room for them,
for an indebted
ness of $2000.00, due and owing the
and are making special low prices this week to move them
undersigned;
And whereas of Slid indebtedness
The Diamond
Central Ave.
sixteen hundred dollars Is long pa t
I
lriI
Albuquerque
Palace
due' and default has been made in trie
payment of the same, and by the terms A
of said pledge tho said .stock was t
be sold In case of default In the payChines-- , Japanese, Indian
ment of sa'd sum or any part thereof
and Mexican
according to tho terms agreed;
Now, therefore,
thu unders'gned
B pledgees hereby give notice that for
the purpose of paying the aforena d
indebtedness of sixteen hunlred d oNear P. 0.
215 S. 2d St.
llars they will, on tho fourteenth day
A. D. 1908. a Saturday,
November,
of
MANUFACTURERS OF
p. m. in
at the hour of twelve-thirt- y
the afternoon of raid day, at the front
door of the PoHofnee In the C ty of SOUTHWESTERN SUMP CO.
Albuquerque, New Mexico, sell at
300 r. CENTRAL.
public auction to the highest and st
bidder for cash the aforesaid twenty 'a making Rubber Stamps, Cutting
Rhares of stock of the Leon Mamlel' tenell!. Fitting Keys, etc. A general
flair Pressing, Dyeing and Tinting. Manicuring, Facial Mawagv
Co., now standing in the name of the
NOVELTY REPAI SHOP
Sluunpoolng, Scalp Treatment. High Class Toilet Articles.
undersigned as pledgees on the books
We sollelt your lUHlnes.
of the Corporation, to pay the said
Manager
Latest Novelties in
Indebtedness and tho expenses attend- J. E. LONG
ing the aal.l sale.
HARRY 15. WEILLER,

MACHUHY

fit AIL ORDERS SOLICITED - ALBUQUERQUr, N.

i

Iri

Si i

j

Welcome Sight
Wd of
Chase & Sanborn's

CHAFING DISHES

Stoves, Tinware, Enameled Ironware, Iron Piie, Pumns. Valves
Fittings, Belting, Mine and Mill Supp les. etc.
WAGONS.

Ji

COFFEE

ing.

Acmcmcymrmrmcmcmomcmomo

WholesaleHardware
I

H1CH GRADE,

1904

you meet

.

Saves the purchaser mmey. It costs more to
make it than others that took just as good but have
pot the lasting quality. This is the reason that so
many shoes are not durable. They are only ma le
to sell. Buy our shoes and you are sure of getting
.curability as well as style. Thy look dressy, fit
perfectly, last a long time and are closely priced.

Utm'u Dress? Shoes .
Mn' Work Shoes
Mea'a High Top Shorn
Me's Vvtl Shoe and Slippers
Wmm'i Dress Shoes
Women's Street Shoes
WOBies's Slippers
CMIdrea'a Shoes

Street Established

ocl

Whenever

Lento Grinding Done on the Premises

A Durable Shoe
V

South Second

"BiaBlSlBBBSsHaasViBSBaHBBSBaBBBV

OU CAN COME PRFTTY NEAR REC
OUR CLOTHES ON A MAN AS
SOON AS YOU SEE THEM.

Vast Experience in the
Optical Profession

Aasares you absolute comfort in Glasses Ground and Fitted by us
BE6BER OPTICAL CO. EXCLUSIVE OPTICIANS
110

1.

If OVKMRFTO

Oysters Dai y

DRUGGIST

fome and sre me before
tt.hungry.

ALVARADO

you

RICHELIEU GROCERY
J16 Cald Artou
Tl0pkoo 323

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

li highland pharmacy
Occidental Building
i

ronng

II.
j Vfiour rrresenpuoas

